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Recognition 
The Gainesville Theatre 
Alliance has been named 
the best theatre in its cat-
egory in Georgia by the 
Georgia Council for the 
Arts. Congratulations! 
IT Helpclesk 
Moves, 
The IT Helpdesk has 
been moved. Still located 
in the ACTT Center, it is 
now out in the open to 
better assist students. 
Student can visit their in-
formative website at, 
www.gc.peachnet.edu/ 
itJhelpdesk/ for more on 
the help desk. 
Scholarship 
Nominees 
Wanted 
Students interested in 
applying for the Jack Kent 
Cook scholarship should 
contact Tom Walter by 
Nov. 26. The scholarship 
is available for sopho-
mores with a cumulative 
GPA of 3.3 or higher, to 
be used for fees for the 
remainder of the under-
graduate career. 
Class to Take 
Civil Rights Trip 
The Issues in Diversity 
dass will be taking a field 
trip to various civil rights 
sights in the Atlanta area 
on Nov. 15. The cost will 
be $26 per person and in-
cludes roundtrip trans-
portation, all admissions 
and a tour escort. Oth-
ers interested in attend-
ing should contact 
Theresa Dove-Waters. 
Application 
Deadline 
All GC applications for 
spring semester must be 
submitted no later than 5 
p.m. on Dec. 2. No appli-
cations will be accepted 
after this deadline. 
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Amphitheater In Future For GC 
By Amber Day 
Contributing Writer 
mday059O@gc.peachnet.edu 
After fi ve years of planning, 
Gainesville College is getting an 
amphitheater. 
Michelle B. Brown, director 
o f alumni affairs and head of the 
alumni amphitheater committee, 
says that the vision for the am-
phitheater is to "serve as the 
Stone Mountain/Chastain Park 
for the Gainesville1Hali County 
area." 
It will accommodate GC fac-
ulty, staff and the local commu-
nity with musical events, perfor-
mances and other act ivities. 
Th e am phi theate r will be 
rented out to the community by 
Continuing Education on a con-
trolled basis. 
The arilphi theater will be con-
structcd of a wooden band shell 
on a concrete base, wi th ample 
electrical outlets fo r sound and 
lighting. 
The amph itheater will take 
two weeks to build . 
Plans are already be-
ing made to d ig the 
din and pour the con-
c ret e. It should be 
ready to use by 
Thanksgiving. 
..... 
The amphitheater is 
expected to cost 
around S78,800. Ad-
ditional money will be 
needed fo r a sign and 
landscap ing. A GC 
alumnus couple, John 
and Clarice Bai ley, 
donated S35,000 to 
the project. 
As pro m ised by 
Martha Nesbitt, presi-
The plans for the GC amphitheater, which will be similar 
to the one above, will be used by GC as well as the sur-
rounding community. 
de nt o f GC, the Educationa l 
Technology and Construction 
Trust Fund matched their dona-
t ion, bring in g t he total to 
S70.ooo. 
Accord ing to the bu ilding 
proposal, the contract cost of the 
wooden pan of the structure and 
assembly is $55 ,900. The con-
crete/foundation, shingles/roof 
material and elccu ieal expenses 
lotal S22,900. 
The 2002 Alumni Co ncert 
and Fireworks Display brought 
in $4,000 from parking fees and 
the sale of glow necklaces. 
The amphitheater will serve 
as the home for multiple GC and 
community events in years to 
come. Brown exclaims. " I am 
so excited to see it out there, with 
our next big concert being out-
s ide, hav ing adequate power 
a nd a covered a rea we 've 
needed for the past fi ve years." 
The dedicat ion of the amph i-
theater will ta ke place at the 
2003 Alumni Starlight Concert 
and Fireworks Display here at 
GC, to be held on June 14. 
African-American Enrollment 
By Blake Duncan 
Contributing Writer 
bdunS653@gc.peachnet.edu 
Gainesville College's black 
student population has grown 
more in the last five years than 
the overa ll school population. 
In thc fall of 1998 there were 82 
Arrican-American students at 
GC, compared to 195 this se-
mester. So what is GC doing to 
promote enrollment and reten-
tion among these students? 
Part of the responsibility fo r 
implementing and maintai ning 
these programs falls on Andre' 
Cheek. director of minority af-
fai rs and mult i-cultura l p ro-
grams for GC. Cheek says the 
goal of her office is to " reach, 
leach and hold" any student who 
is interested in helping with 
these volunteer progra ms o r 
who desi res the hclp of these 
programs. 
One or the many ways GC is 
promoting enrollmem is through 
the Mallie Moon Scholarship. 
The Black Student Association is one of many 
organizations on the GC campus designed to 
attract and retain African-American students. 
Fou r s tudents rece ived the 
scholarship this year. In the 
history of the scho larship it has 
mainly been awarded to minor-
ilY studems with goals related 
closely to the educational fie ld, 
says Tom Walter, vice president 
for student development. 
T hrough ot her progra ms, 
such as the Menlee/Mentor pro-
gram, the college is seeking to 
promote student growth and sta-
bility, with a focus on re tention 
unt il graduation. The Mentee/ 
Mentor program gives students 
another contact on campu s. 
other than the ir advisor. This 
contact will not focus so much 
on that's person's major as they 
will in helping the student get 
comfortable with campus life. 
The rcason Mentee1Mentor has 
been so successful is that one out 
of every eight students at GC is 
a minority, so they like to have 
another person with whom they 
can gain a feel of the campus. 
GC a lso offers gender-ori-
ented focus groups like the Pro-
gressive Men ' s and Women 's 
Organizations. At these meet-
ings, graduates ofGC speak. with 
current students about career 
goals and educational p lans, all 
the while g iving encouragement 
about the hardships of school 
and work. The main goal ofthcse 
organizations and programs lies 
in "making sure the students fee l 
connected to the campus by ad-
dressing t hei r needs," says 
Cheek. "Studies show that stu-
dents who are better connected 
to their campus perfonn bener 
in the classroom." 
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GC Faces On-Campus Car Thefts and Vandalism 
ByJaohPoole 
Campus life Editor 
Jpoo7848@gc.peachnet.edu 
In addition to the many issues that the cam-
pus must face this semester, Gainesville Col-
lege now has a new problem to address-
car theft. 
There were 1,165,559 reponed motor vc-
hicle thefts in the United States in 2000. 
Oflhese, 38,702 thefts occurred in Geor-
gia alone. In mid-Sept., GC began adding 
to the statistics. 
On Sept. 16. a stolen 1997 Honda Civic 
was recovered in the GC lower parking 10\ 
beside the wilderness trail. Eight days later, 
an Acura Integra was vandalized in the Con-
tinuing Education building's parking lot. Fol-
lowing these two unfortunate events, a Honda 
Civic belonging to a GC student was stolen from 
the parking lot that serves the tennis courts and 
fitness center. 
( 
( 
( 
What eachGC 
student should do to 
combat auto theft: 
Take things out of view. Remember, GC is a 
community campus that IS freely accessible to the 
public. Darracon states that seeing cell phones in 
seats is a common occurrence. Other regulars 
include cash, textbooks, purses and electronic 
equipment. 
lock your doors and make sure they are locked. 
Those with manual locking doors should pay special 
.mention to this, as it Is an issue that is easily resolved 
Simply by spending a few extra seconds each day. 
Get: a GC parking permit. Not only will this save on 
warnings and rines. this will also make your car 
easily identifia~ as your own, as your pass 
number must match your name, Should you 
In collaboration with the Hall County Sheriff's Office, 
GC security has identified the parties responsible for 
both the vandalism and the theft. As ofOcI. 11, the 
owner of the recovered theft was not identified. 
The victimized student , Suzanne Daniell 
could not be reached for comment, but ac-
cording to a security officer, the victim's car 
contained a purse with checks, cash and 
credit cards. Fi ve textbooks were also re-
ported stolen. 
The theft took place between the ho urs 
of9 :20 a.m. and II :20 a.m. 
"They (criminals) may be watching us 
more than we' re watching the m," said 
Marion Darrolcott, director of public safety, 
referring to the criminal's slriking patterns. 
Darracolt adds to campus security 's com-
bined law enforcement experience of 150 
years. lock your keys in your car or need other 
assistance with your vehicle. He was qilid to point out that this latest rash 
of incidents are the first to occur since 1994, add-
ing that GC security patrolled over 30,000 miles in 
200 I without ever leaving the campus. 
Foreign Students Tracked Four-Year Degrees at GC 
ByDlana_na 
Contributing Writer 
dmac6S8O@gc.peachnet.edu 
The problem of updated in-
formation on foreign students' 
school progression has been an 
issue since 1993; since the Sepl. 
11,2001 tragedy, asolulion has 
been reached. 
Following the 1993 bombing 
of the World Trade Center by 
an exchange student, the U.S. 
government decided that they 
needed to keep tmck offoreign 
students. The solution they de· 
vised was a computer system 
called Sevis. 
As time progressed and news 
of the WTC bombing dimin-
ished, so did the demand for the 
system. Now, after the Sept. II 
anacks, the government has 
decided to pursue the system 
once again. 
Foreign students enter the 
United States from 42 different 
countries on a visa called the 
F-l. These visas allow students 
to come to the United States to 
attend a college or a university. 
The student must give full in-
formation on him/herself, which 
is entered into computers, and 
is then monitered for changes 
in the student's status using 
the Sevis system. If a student 
makes a change regarding his! 
her school or address, (s)he is 
to report it within 10 days, or 
risk being sent back to his/her 
home country. 
All schools nationwide must 
participate in this system by 
Jan . 30, 2003. The state of 
Georgia, however, will begin 
this process Nov. 1,2002. 
Sevis is important to make 
sure that students attend their 
designated schools, since en-
rollment is ever·increasing. 
When asked if Sevis is a 
good idea, Laura Lee 
Bernstein, director of interna-
tional admissions at 
Gainesville College, said, "Yes 
and no: yes in the sense that it 
increases national security and 
will hopefully straighten out 
the mess in INS (Immigration 
and Naturalization Service); no 
because it requires our foreign 
student population to go above 
and beyond what any other stu-
dent would have to go through, 
and we cannot assume that all 
foreign students could possibly 
be a threat to national security, 
when in fact the majority of 
foreign students are not." 
Authorities at GC hope that 
the Sevis system will prove 
successful once implemented 
in Georgia. 
ByKllrl_ 
Contributing Writer 
kgoo1333@gc:.peacflnet.edu 
It is possible for students to 
get a four-yea r degree at 
Gainesville College without 
leaving campus. 
The University Center, lo-
cated in Academic I, benefits 
students by allowing them to 
complete selective bachelor's 
and master's degrees on the GC 
campus without having to leave. 
"I think more and more of our 
students will be able to start here 
and get a (four-year] degree," 
said Ronnie Booth, assistant 
vice president for academic af-
fairs. 
Students like the convenience 
of the GC University Center. 
"It's a good idea," said Kelli 
Banks, a GC student planning to 
take courses offered by the Uni-
versity Center. " I will greatly 
benefit not having to drive to 
North Georgia every day." 
Since GC has a University 
Center, it can enter into fonnal 
agreements with four-year col· 
leges and universities. The two 
main schools involved in the 
University Center are North 
Georgia College and State Uni-
versity in Dahlonega and South-
ern Polyt«:hnic State University 
in Marietta. NGCSU offers all 
the needed courses to complete 
the most degrees, and GC con-
siders it the " lead institute in the 
center," said Booth. 
Students taking classes of-
fered by the University Center 
are considered NGCSU or 
SPSU students. These students 
can use all of the GC facilities 
and have access to any of the 
offered services, including their 
own e-mai l accounts . The 
NGCSU faculty now have office 
space in Academic I and are on 
the GC campus every night un-
til 8. This allows students tak-
ing University Center classes to 
talk to teachers from NGCSU. 
The University Centerclasses 
take place in the late afternoon 
and early evening. This keeps 
GC from becoming over-
crowded. "At night we've got 
the space to accommodate these 
students," said Penny Mills, as-
sociate professor of political sci-
ence anddir«:torofspecial pro-
grams at Gc. To take classes of-
fered by the University Center, 
students have to be accepted by 
the appropriate college or uni-
versity. 
"It can only help the school's 
profile and reputation in the 
community," said Booth . It is 
also a good recruitment tool for 
GC and it is a "plus for NGCSU 
because it would enhance their 
enrollment as well," said Mills. 
O ver 300 students from 
NGCSU cnrollcd in classes of-
fered by the University Center 
in the spring semester 2002. 
More than halfofthese students 
took classes only at OC, whi le 
the rest of the students attended 
c lasses o n both campuses. 
SPSU had seven students e n-
rolled in classes on the OC cam-
pus. 
While the significant changes 
have already occurred with the 
completion of Academic I, there 
are still more to take place, GC 
is hoping to add two more de-
grees to the University Center. 
According to Mills, a master 's 
in Education and bachelor's in 
Education Counseling may be 
added. One very long-term goal 
for GC is to offer a Master of 
Bus iness Administration de-
gree, but that is about five terms 
away. 
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Who's to Blame? GC Honors Thirty Years of Service 
ApotIMoore 
Contributing Writer 
amooll OOOgc.peachnet.edu 
Cultural differences and ad-
justments inhibit the e nroll-
ment of Hispanic immigrants 
at Gainesville College. 
" I'm one of the first (col-
lege students) in my family, 
and my pare nts don ' l have 
much of a background with 
edu cati on," said Vanessa 
Burciaga. a third-year busi-
ness administration major al 
GC. "Bul they really wanted 
me to go to school, that was 
one of the main purposes of 
them moving here." 
In the fall 0(2001, GC had 
a total enrollment ofJ,688 and 
a Hispanic enrollment of 126. 
According to Harriet Allison, 
instructor of ESOL at GC . 
these figures are a combination 
of many faclors that can be 
traced back to the common 
rool of being in an unfamiliar 
setting and culture. 
Authorities at GC indicate 
that the disadvantages of be-
ing a first-generation immi-
grant are to blame fo r these 
low Hispanic enrollment and 
retention rates. "Most of the 
time you are dealing with first-
generation. maybe even fi rst-
genera tion high school gradu-
mcs,"said Allison. Their fami -
lies arc new to Ihe country and 
may not " perceive the bene fits 
for their children to go to col-
lege:' she said. 
Allison also cited econo mic 
reasons for low Hisp:mie en-
rollment. "They need to con-
tribute to the fa mily income." 
She added that family mem-
bers often depend on one an-
other for the economic welfare 
of the entire fa mily and somc-
times overlook the signifi-
cance of a college degree. " It 's 
an info rm atio n ga p," s he 
noted. 
'"They don' t know they can 
apply for federal aid," sa id 
Margarita Munoz, coordinator 
for the office of Hispanic out-
reach and development. With-
oul the awareness of this in-
formation, many first-genera-
tion famili es, who are already 
struggling to support their fami-
lies, disregard the notion of al-
tending college because it is 
too expensive. 
Another reason for the dis-
parity is the "misconception of 
not being welcome," explained 
Belinda SaUTet, associate prG-
fessor of Spanish at GC. Be-
cause some of the prospective 
students are not legal citizens, 
they are under the impression 
that they are not allowed to at-
tend college . However, as 
stated by law. any Georgia 
high school graduate is eligible 
to go to colleges within the 
University System of Georgia. 
GC has taken steps to in-
crease the Hispanic population. 
One of the most significant ef-
forts came with the Goizueta 
g rant , whi c h gave ove r 
$600,000 to the school in an 
attempt to increase the number 
o f Hispanic s tudents . 
Burciaga, whose family is 
from Mexico. would qualify 
for the grant, but she says that 
she was unaware that there was 
a grant given to the school. 
She agrees that many first-
generation Hispanics have dif-
fi culty getting enrolled and 
graduating from college . She 
said, "Only two or three of my 
Hispanic friends from high 
school ever went to college." 
Contrary to Sauret's com-
me nts. Burciaga clai ms that 
many Hispanic studcnts are 
aware of laws admitting stu-
dents who are not legal citizens 
to still attend college, but they 
fee l that "they won' t be able 
to get a job after school with-
out citizenship." 
Between 1990 and 2000, the 
Hispanic popul !ltion in Geor-
gia grew by over 300 percent . 
However, the population o f 
Hispanics enrolled at GC in the 
fall of2001 wasonly3 .41 per-
cent. Said Allison, "The goal 
for any college is for that in-
stitution to renect the demo-
graphics of where it is located." 
By--Contributing Writer 
kd008342@gc.peachnetedu 
The Gaines ville College 
Foundation will be awarding a 
scholarship honoring Frances J. 
Meadows, who was a GC em-
ployee of thirty years. 
" It 's a tangible way to remem-
ber her and her legacy of assist-
ing students," said Steve 
Langston, director of financial 
aid. "People just gravitated to 
her; she was a very wann per-
son." 
However. according to Pat 
Guthrie, the director and CEO 
of the Foundation, ")t's going to 
be a while before there's any 
money available." since the 
family has only recently given 
pennission to proceed. Thus far, 
the scholarship has only re-
ceived a small gift. 
According to G uthrie, 
fundraising will need to be one 
avenu e of increasing t he 
Frances Meadows will be honored for her 30 
years at GC through a scholarship in her name. 
scholarship's funds . 'This is a 
community as well as a college 
effort," she said . The 
community 'S involvement is 
integral to the scholarship be· 
cause it will also commemorate 
Meadows' service to the com· 
munity. Whenshepassedaway, 
she was in her third term as 
Commissioner of Hall County's 
Urban District. While further 
details are yet to come, one step 
will be the establishment of a 
committee to determine how to 
go about raising the funds . 
Although the scholarship is 
still a fairly new concept, this 
new avenue of financial assis-
tance from the school is exciting 
for students. Langston added, 
"This scholarship is a fitting and 
appropriate tribute to her." 
Millions Needed For HVAC Systems By--"" Contributing Writer 
dmac658O@gc.peachnet.edu 
Renovations to the outdated 
HV AC systems at Gainesville 
College will cost $4.2 million. 
GC hopes to re no vate the 
heating ventilation and air con-
ditioning systems in some of the 
buildings on campus. The av-
erage system 's life ranges from 
15 to 20 years. The Administra-
tion Building, Student Activities 
Cente r, Hugh Mills Physical 
Ed uca tio n Co mpl ex, John 
Harrison Hosch Libra ry and 
Academic UI have all exceeded 
the life span by 10 to 15 years, 
which is why the new systems 
are desperately needed. 
With S6OO,000 from the state, 
GC is hoping to reach its $4.2 
million goal by next spring. GC 
also plans to air cond ition the 
fitness center and gymnasium 
by 2004. 
Jerry Spiceland. d irector o f 
plant operatio ns, said. "By re· 
placing the systems, buildings 
will have better air quality and 
energy efficiency." Controlling 
air temperature has also been a 
problem, which will hopefully 
Many buildings at GC need new HVAC systems. 
be resolved by the new systems. 
Another reason for the much-
needed systems is that the sys-
terns are so old that it makes find-
ing parts a difficult task . AI-
though S4 .2 million is a lot of 
money to spend on HVAC sys-
tems, GC will be saving money 
by not purchasing parts to re-
place non-working systems. 
• 
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MysIary Trip 
On Friday, Nov. IS, the 
12@12programwillcoD-
tinue with a trip to a mys-
tery location. Following 
the success of the their 
skydiving and horseback 
riding activities, students 
will not want to miss this. 
Contact the student activi-
ties office for more infor-
mation. 
Student 
~Hlres 
AaIsbInt 
The office o f student ac-
tivities has h ired Patti 
Holden as the new admin-
iSlrative assistant. Drop 
by and see her at the ac-
tivities office or she can 
be reached at ext. 3622 or 
contacted via emai l at 
pholdon@gc.pcachneuxlu. 
Welcome to GC! 
Date Set for 
Fall Full ... 1 
On Nov. I , SGA will 
present its annual fall fes-
tiva l from noon to 1:15 
p.m. Come out to the vari-
ous booths set up by the 
many different clubs at 
GC . Contac t Jennifer 
Collom for more infonna-
tion. 
Dance Set 
On Saturday. Dec. 7, a 
dance will be hosted by 
the Education Club. The 
Education Club is an or-
ganization that brings fu-
ture educators and faculty 
together. Contact John 
O'Sullivan for more in-
fornlation regarding the 
dance or the Educat ion 
Club. 
Give Blood on 
Halloween 
On Oct. 3 1. the American 
Red Cross will sponsor a 
blood drive in the Student 
Center. Those wishing to 
donate may do so from 9 
a.m. until 2 p.m. 
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Soft Board Could Replace Note-Taking 
By Matt IAwto 
Staff Writer 
mIew053O@gc.peachnet.edu 
J. B. Sharma, associate pro-
fessor of physics at Gainesville 
College, stands before a white 
dry-erase board. filling it with 
complex and detailed equations 
as he instructs a class. His stu-
de nts lis ten auentive ly. but, 
oddly, no one is taking notes. 
The reason? Sharma is not us-
ing an ordinary whiteboard. 
GC has become home to three 
SofiBoa rd syste ms. The 
Sof"tBoard is a recent develop-
ment in lecture aides developed 
by the Polyvision Corporation. 
It is an electro nic dry-erase 
board that copies the user's writ-
ing directly into a computer. The 
company 's website explains that 
the board has a " net" of invis-
ible infrared laser light scanning 
its surface. When the beams of 
light are broken by a marker 
pen. the movements of the pen 
and thus the writing of the user 
GC has hopes of purchasing more SoftBoard 
systems in the future, to use 8S teaching aides. 
- . 
are captured and recorded. The 
lecture notes recorded are saved 
to the instructor's website, 
where they can be seen at the 
students' convenience. 
The best part of the system, 
for Shanna, is that students can 
focus aHentinn on the instruc-
tor and the material instead of 
concentrating on taking notes, 
especially in numbers-intense 
courses such as physics and 
math. Sharma says he has used 
the technology for about five 
years, but that GC has only re-
cently obta ined the systems. 
"Right now this is experimen-
tal, but there are three of these 
[systems] on campus," he says. 
The three systems are located in 
the departments of science, so-
cial science, and mathematics. 
Unfortunately, the high cost 
of the boards has proven pro-
hibitive, says Shanna. He adds, 
however, that a new, ponable 
version of the technology, manu-
factured by the Virtual Ink Cor-
poration , is much cheape r. 
Sharma hopes that il will be able 
to be used in more classrooms 
soon. 
" I wouldn'l go back to using 
an ordinary chalkboard," says 
Sharma. He is enthusiastic about 
the potential use of Sof"tBoard 
technology across the entire 
campus. " It would be wonder-
ful for any subject, where stu-
dents could be engaged with th~ 
material, and freed from the tyr-
anny of transcription," he says 
with a smile. 
Latino Senator Speaks to Student Body 
By~­
campus life Editor 
Jpoo7&48@gc.peachnet.edu 
On Sept. 26, Gainesvi lle Col-
lege hosted a speec h by 
Georgia's first Latino Senator, 
Sam Zamarripa. 
Zamarripa, the son of a mi-
grant worker, seemed to have no 
interest in politics early in life, 
as he dropped out of high school 
at the age of l4. Zamarripa later 
returned to high school and at-
tained two college degrees, in-
cluding a Public Administration 
degree from Syracuse Univer-
sity in 1979 and a master's in 
Public Policy. 
Zamarripa believes that his 
early struggles shaped him into 
the politician he is today. Be-
cause of the economic and emo-
tional stress accompanying his 
parents' divorce. he feels that he 
can identify with the 10werclass. 
He said, "with that kind of ex-
perience, I could understand the 
needs of poor people in my dis-
trict." 
The Senator, sponsored by 
LSA and the GC Special Rec-
ognition Committee, spoke on 
the Latinization of the United 
States, mentioning that there has 
been a 3 14 percent increase in 
the number of Spanish speaking 
residents across the country, and 
five percent of Georgia's gross 
domestic product is claimed by 
Latinos. He also emphasized the 
growth ofthe Latino population, 
saying that 60 to 70 percent of 
the most populated states are 
also the states with the highest 
Spanish-speaking population. 
"You are participating in the 
greatest transformation ofGeor-
gia in the Slate 's history," said 
Zamarippa. to a full house of 
ethnically diverse students and 
faculty gathered in the CE build-
ing, adding that there are now 
three Latino members of 
Georgia's House representation. 
Senetor Zamarippa informed GC students and 
faculty of Latinization in the United States. 
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GC Game Room Finally Reopens its Doors 
By Summer LaPann 
Contributing Writer 
slap8232@gc.peachnet.edu 
Chalk up the cue sticks and 
put the best ping pong paddles 
forward. because the game 
room is once again open for 
business. And, if there are any 
students who cannot tear them-
selves away from those game 
systems, you may bring them, 
too. 
Along with hiring a profes-
sional staff, the game room has 
been updated with large screen 
• televisions for both viewing and 
game-playing pleasure. 
Air hockey is also one of the 
activities students can show 
their talent in, not to mention 
playing cards and several board 
games. 
In the past few seme~lerS, a 
major issue that led to the clos-
ing of the game room is the lack 
of respect it received. 
Since its close during spring 2002, the game room was like a ghost 
town. With a new staff as well a~new'e(iiJlpmerfr;7ns once again 
open fo/- students to use. 
When asked why the opening 
of the game room was delayed, 
Alicia Caudill, director of stu-
dent activities, explained, "The 
game room closed last spring 
because students utilizing the 
space continually abused the 
games and facilities in general." 
She added, "Students smoked in 
the room and also spit tobacco 
on the equipment , walls and 
floors, so the previous director 
had no other option except to 
close the space." 
Remembe r t hat the re a re 
smoking pavilions around cam· 
pus, but the game room is not 
one of them . So only light up in 
those designated arcas. 
Many returning studcnts may 
recall that students have oper-
ated the game room in the past. 
"We decided to hire a pan time, 
professional staIT,"said Caudill. 
"Therefore. in the lime it took 
to open. we were searching for 
a quality sta fT to work in the 
space." 
The faculty asks that students 
respect the games, equipment. 
each ot her sort most im Of-
ntly, please do not miss c ass 
over a ping pong game. So. 
sharpen up those ai r hoc key 
skills and get in there and play. 
The game rOQm hours are 9:00 
a.m. 103:00 p.m. during the se-
meste r fo r eve ryone's game 
playing pleasure. 
Absence Policy Future of Nursing Looks Healthy 
By MeI_ Maymnet 
Contributing Writer 
mmay4911@gc.peachnet.edu 
Punis hment for absentee-
ism? Those with high grades 
and high absences tend to ar-
gue. 
Gainesville College students 
who feel that their grade should 
not be affected by their atten-
dance seem to echo the opin-
ion of student So Satterfield. 
"If someone wants to waste 
their money and not go to class, 
that is their right," he said. 
The Soard of Regents man-
dates that all post-secondary 
schools have an attendance 
policy. GC requires that each 
in structor provide students 
with a syllabus, acting as a con-
tract between a student and in-
structor, stating this policy. 
Paying close attention to the 
syllabus is key to knowing how 
attendance will affect your 
grade throughout a course. 
Atte ndance is taken seri -
ously by most instructors, as 
stated by Michael Stoy, dean 
of facu lty. "We [instructors] 
know that success is primarily 
associated with getting to 
c lass." Stoy advised that if a 
student has a problem with an 
attendance policy, they need to 
make the professor aware of it 
at the beginning of the course. 
He also stated that there has not 
been a case filed where a 
teacher had an impractical at-
tendance policy. 
Most students were swprised 
to know that their attendance 
is reported to scholarship and 
grant providers. Those ques-
tioned were not aware that at-
tendance for a ll classes they 
have taken, including those 
dropped, were kept on record 
for scholarship issuers to view 
upon request. 
Students indicated a bit of 
concern once they realized that 
these reports often determine 
whether or not the student re-
ceives more scholarship money 
or maintains a preexisting one. 
Overall, the power granted 
to GC's professors in determin-
ing their own attendance policy 
is similar to most other area 
schools. 
Despite reports of a national 
shortage, the future of nurs-
ing is looking bealthy at 
Gainesville Coli .... 
Along wfth several other 
two-year colleges, GC is in-
volved in a distance learning 
program. Tbis allows students 
to complete a four-year de-
gree without baving to move 
orenpge in aloog commute. 
The University System of 
Gccqia ...... dy named GC 
part of the Univenity Center. 
Students can sit at the GC 
campus and communicate 
with professors and other stu-
dents from universities and 
colleges allover the state 
GC's nursing program isaf-
filiated with North Georgia 
College and State University 
in Dahlonega. Georgia. Nws-
ing students watch professors 
lecture from Dahlonega, 
Kennestooe and Cobb hospi-
tals without ever leaving Gc. 
Donna DePriest, a second-
year nursing student at GCt is 
thankful for the University Cen-
ter. "This campus just seems 
more friendly toward nontradi-
tional students," said DePriest, 
a 40-year-old mother of two. 
" I 've always wanted to be a 
nurse but never pursued it, until 
now." 
The nursing program at GC 
was originated by NGCSU in 
1984, with only a handfulofstu-
dents. Now the program is 
booming with 23 first-year stu-
dents and 25 second-year stu-
dents on the GC QIIIPUS. How-
ever, out of 48 students, only 
two are male and only 25 per-
cent actually live locally. "They 
are attracted to GC because of 
the good reputati on of the 
NGCSU nursing program and 
their success rate on passing the 
RN state boards," said Loretta 
Delargy, coordinator of the 
ASN program at NGCSU. 
"Most people who come wanl 
to enter a 'caring' profession. 
It·s a hard program academi-
cally so they have to really 
want to do it. They are also 
motivated because they know 
they can be hired anywhere 
they go," said Delargy. "Be-
cause of the nursing sbort-
ages, the hospitals here and 
even some in Atlanta begin 
visiting the students as early 
as their first year regarding 
employment." 
On Aug. I, President Bush 
signed the Nursing Reinvest-
ment Act. This act was de-
signed to encounage people to 
enter or stay in the nursing 
profession, and to recruit 
more nursing school faculty. 
Unfortunately, adequate fund-
ing has yet to be allocated for 
the project. 
For any information regard-
ing the nursing program or 
other medical programs at 
GC, please contact Sheree 
Corbin, office manager of the 
University Center in ACAD I, 
at scorbin@gc.peachnet.edu. 
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Library Updates its Antiquated Appearance 
By Candice Wimberley 
Contributing Writer 
cwim6670@gc.peachnet.edu 
There is a whole new look and 
feel at Gainesville College's John 
Harrison Hosch Library. Gone 
are the days of burnt orange, 
avocado green and tan of three 
decades ago. They have been 
replaced by cool neutral gray 
tones on walls and carpeti ng, 
which were influenced by the 
Emory University library. The 
compute r lab has been ex-
panded and a new AV room al-
lows for comfort during lcctures 
or while viewing a PowcrPoint 
presentation, vidt:o or DVD. 
On April 18,2002. the GC li-
brary temporarily c losed its 
tloof'3 (Q begin Imer1ur n::l1ova-
lions. Siudent and faculty vol-
unteers removed books from 
shelves and packed Ihem into 
boxes. 
"The enti re bottom floor had 
Tile newly renovated John Harrison Hosch Library has many 
new amenities and an updated look that both students and fac-
ulty can enjoy. 
boxes stacked as high as five 
feet," Slated Angela Megaw, ref-
erence instruc ti on libra ri an. 
"This project was a major under-
taking." 
The bulk of the funding for 
the project was allocated by the 
Board of Regents' special fund-
ing. Bob Howington, vice presi-
dent for business and finance at 
GC, stated that the lotal cost to 
renovate the entire facility was 
S 167 ,956. Student Acti vities 
donated 55,100 towards the 
project. 
The student art work in the li-
brary was c hosen by Anne 
Bessac and Slacy Koffman, GC 
fine arts p rofessors,and pur-
chased by the Art Club. Said 
Koffman, "One of the advan-
tages of having the an work in 
the libra ry is that it can be 
checked out by faculty and staff 
for class study." 
The library reopened its doof'3 
onJune4,2002. 
Student Profile: Stephanie Kitchen 
By Healller Hodges 
Editor-in-Olief 
hhod2171@gc.peachnet.edu 
Most students could only 
dream of being President of 
Student Gove rnment, Secre-
tary o f the Student Advisory 
Counci l and a member of the 
Board o f Education during 
their college career. But for 23-
year-old Gainesville College 
student Stcphan ie Kitchen, 
these are just a few steppi ng 
stones in her cli mb to the top. 
A 1998 gra du a te o f 
Jefferson City High School. 
Kitchen quickly became in-
volved upon coming to GC. 
She took an active ro le in 
SGA, taking o n the responsi-
bilities o f secretary. vice 
president and finally. in 2000. 
pres ident . " I loved being 
SGA presidc nt ." says 
Kitchen. " I liked the conaha-
r:uive effort of committees 
wo rk ing with fac ult y and 
staff." Her inside view ofthc 
predation for GC. "Compared 
to other colleges across the 
state, we have minimal prob-
lems," says Kitchen. Her role as 
president also furthered her in-
terest in the political system. 
Since entering GC, Kitchen 
has also been, at various times, 
an active member of the Com-
pass staff, the Art Club, College 
Republicans, and the Student 
Advisory Counc il. 
Her b iggest c hallcnge came 
when she decided to cltlend her 
activi ties beyond GC. Urged by 
Republican Party Chairman of 
Jackson County, Candace Gunn, 
Kitchen decided to run for a 
position on Ihe Jackson County 
Board of Education. 
Campaigning was a feat in it· 
self. She attended rallies, put 
out signs, participated in a mail· 
out and even traveled door-to-
door to speak with voters. " I 
would compare my experience 
with campaigning to having 
1,000 job interviews in a day," 
says Kitchen. "but I d id enjoy 
every minute ofil." 
Her elttensive campaigning 
paid o ff; Kitchen won the elec-
tion. Some, however, were 
skeptical of the job she would 
do. "People looked down o n me 
for my age, but once they real-
ized that I took my position se-
riously and that I genuinely care 
about students, teachers and 
stafT of the school system, they 
warmed up to the idea of hav-
ing such a young member of the 
school board represent them." 
After two-and-a-halfyears of 
service, Kilchen feels that she 
has a firm grasp on her job. She 
is quick to note, however, that 
it takes the entire school board 
working together to really make 
a difference. " Ifit were not fo r 
the eltcellent teachers, the lead-
ership of the principals, the sup-
portive central office, a Super-
intendent who carries a great 
vision forour school system and 
the four other members of the 
board, Jackson County schools 
would not be where they are to-
day." 
Surprisingly, Kitchen is not 
overwhelmed with balancing 
he r hect ic life. She says, 
"Sometimes it becomes diffi-
cult, but it is for every student 
at some point in the course of 
the semester." She notes that 
understanding teachers have 
made balancing school and her 
job much easier. 
Kitchen's plans for the fu-
ture look to be just as busy, as 
well as rewarding. She will 
continue to live in Jackson 
County so that she can run for 
a second term on the board. 
She will continue to attend 
school, with hopes to gradu-
ate from GC in spring with a 
degree in early childhood edu-
cation. She has plans of trans-
ferring to North Georgia Col-
lege and State Univers ity. 
Upon graduation, she hopes to 
teach school while working on 
her PhD. " I would ultimately 
like to be a superintendent," 
says Kitchen, " but there are 
many steps I must take to get 
there." 
Do you know some-
one who should be 
profiled in the Com-
pess? Each issue, 
we will highlight an 
outstanding student 
or faculty member. If 
you or someone you 
know is worthy of ba-
ing profiled, contact 
Josh Poole at Jpoo. 
7848.gc.peachnet.edu 
or stop by the Com-
pass office. 
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GC Offers Opportunities to Study Abroad 
By Christophe< 
McDonnell 
Conbibuting Writer 
cmcd2011@gc.peadinet.edu 
Combining elements of both 
tourism and education, studying 
abroad has never looked more 
promising. 
Through Ga in esvi ll e 
College's current study abroad 
plan, students may join schools 
from around the world. With 
one program titled "ac on the 
Go," students can join a two-
week program in which the des-
tination changes each year. The 
second program is a fi ve-week 
installment sponsored by the 
European Council o f the Uni-
versity System of Georgia, of 
which GC is a member. Accord-
ing 10 Chaundron Gille, associ-
ale professor of French, the pur-
pose of the program is to "give 
students an opportunity to expe-
rience cultural differences and 
have a global component in their 
education ... 
For ac students, the oppor-
tunity to travel has increased 
over the past six years. The fi rst 
GC on the Go trip was during 
spring break of 1995, where 
nine students visited London, 
Paris, Rome and Florence study-
ing world civilization. In May, 
2(0) , Geon the Go will hetmv-
eling to Vancouver, Canada. 
For the past fi ve years, the 
Georgia Board of Regents, the 
governing body of the Univer-
sity System of Georgia, has set 
the quota for students studying 
abroad in the USG at two per-
cent. By 2oo7, the Board ofRe-
gents is hoping that the number 
increases to four percent. 
HiJliary Brothers, a student in 
Belinda Sauret's Spanish- 1002 
class, is taking advantage of the 
Study Abroad Progrnm. In 2003 
she will be visiting Barcelona, 
Spain for four weeks to study 
Spanish. Brothers said, " I want 
to learn more Spanish and learn 
their culture." 
Brothers is one of only a few 
Ropes Course Opens 
By---, 
Conbibutirg Writer 
pb..g5753@gc._edu 
Gainesville College's newly 
constructed ropes course looks 
more like a ghost town than an area 
meant for training. 
A "ropes cowsc" is a tool that is 
used to promote experiential train-
ing. a method that rec:ognizcs the 
conummication process between 
teacher, student, subject and envi-
rorunent. Experiential training em-
phasizes both the content taught 
and the process by which it is 
taught 
Covington, Georgia based 
Project Adventure constructed the 
course and provided training for 
those interested Several Ge in-
structors attended the training, but 
unfortunately none of those in at-
tendance have a physical educa-
tion degree required 10 instruct stu-
dents onthe~. 
Ideally, GC would offeraropes 
course class next fall, but accord-
ing 10 Gary Preston, department of 
physical education chair, "We 
don't really have anybody that's 
trained to take offwith it." 
Ge's ropes cowsc is a low ele-
ment course. Project Adventure 
defines a low clements course as 
one that bas no tower and contains 
low obstacles that are completed 
on the ground. However, the physi-
cal education department is h0p-
ing for a high elements course 10 
be built in the near future. 
The course was built to provide 
an outdoor education degree p~ 
gram for the students. This does 
not impact the overall budget of 
GC. Between the Continuing edu-
cation department and the PE de-
partment, the oourse was paid for 
in fujI. 
Project Adventure is holding an-
othertrainingsessionand it is open 
to anyone interested The low ele-
ments course is located near the 
lower pond and along the nature 
trail. While the general public has 
acoess 10 the oowse, they muse first 
consult with the Continuing edu-
cation department 
For infonnation on training or 
the ropes course in general. inter-
ested parties may contact the PE 
department at (nO) 71 8-3645. 
GC students who are uti lizing 
the program. Less than one per-
cent of students from GC regis-
ter for the oppurtunity and there 
are only two percent who take 
advantage of the program in the 
II~ 
fi ve -week program, they can 
travel to London, Paris, Greece, 
haly or SI. Petersburg, Russia, 
fo r 53 ,400-S3,845 . Trips to 
Greece and Italy are affiliated 
with the European Counci l, but 
UIrB IIIIII,IIIS In BIIBnun", 
IBUI,tltJllt:II t:IIllIlIlIl 
1I1t1BtBllt:lllallllll" II 
USG. Although scho larship 
money is available for students 
studying abroad, Gille said, 
"Scholarship money has gone 
unclaimed in some years at 
GC." 
If students register for the 
""'f 
- Cbaundron Gille 
not administered by the EC. 
l ondon, Pari s and SI. Peters-
burg, Russia are all sponsored 
by the EC. An additional, more 
budget-friendly option allows 
students to register for two four-
week programs, where they may 
Decisions, 
decisions, 
decisions. 
tra vel to C o s ta Ri c a o r 
Canada fo r 5 I , 700-S2 ,300. 
T he figu res include rou nd trip 
a irfa re , acco m modations , 
gro un d tra ve l a nd o th e r 
a m e n i t ie s . Tuitio n a nd 
spendi ng money a rc not in-
c luded in the total cost. 
Whe n reg is teri ng fo r the 
program , s tude nts ca n s ign a 
contract. or " letle r o f intent ," 
whi c h th e pro fesso r o f the 
course ha s to agree UpOIl . By 
s igning th e cont ra ct , a stu-
de nt agrees to do a proj ect 
re la ting to the trip tha t they 
too k fo r a po rt io n o f the ir 
grade. 
Although studying abroad 
is a great opportunit y, many 
stude nts might ha ve concerns 
abollt language d iffe re nces , 
time c hanges a nd overa ll cul-
tura l di ssi mil a rities . Ac-
cord ing to G ill e, s tud e nt s 
ha ve u "hard tim e lIdapting to 
Ihe c ulture," and adds " there 
ha s bee n no negati ve feed-
back about the ir ex perie nce ." 
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BRIEFS 
SIgn Up for 
IntnmUI'llIs 
Be sure to sign up fo r a 
Nov, inuamural. Visit the 
intramura l we bsite at 
www .gc. peachne t.edu/ 
studentslintramurals for 
more details, or contact 
James Howard. 
Health Fal, 
Isa~ 
Th e fitn ess center re-
cent ly held the annual 
health fai r in the Hugh 
Mills gymnasium. Over 
30 vendors were there to 
help promote health-re-
lated products and physi-
cal well-being. 
GC Bowling 
Competitions 
On Oct. 16, GC he ld the 
intramural bowling tour-
na me nt at Gainesv ille 
Bowling center. 
GoIfToumey 
Relcheduled 
The GC Al umn i Golf 
Tourna ment was ca n-
cell..'d due to weather. The 
event will be rescheduled. 
The cost is S I 00 per 
single and $400 per team 
of fou r. Donations and 
ho le sponsors are wel-
come. Contact Michelle 
Brown forfunherdetails. 
SWIm Meet 
Makes a Splash 
The fall intramural swim 
meet was held Wednes-
day, Oct. 2. Eighteen 
swi mm ers com pe ted . 
First place winn ers in-
cl uded Verena Pomper, 
Ja na Hort on , Tricia 
Haynes, He le na Jones, 
Corry Moolenaar, Ryan 
Huffman, Les Wo lfe, 
Wayne Carter, Edd ie 
McGrail, T h o mp so n 
Brock, Glenn Preston and 
Gary Steffey. For com-
plete resul ts, contnct Lisa 
Watson in the PE depart-
menL 
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SORBA Hosts Tumbling Creek Race 
By Zadt TumlIn 
Sporn; Ed .... 
ztum6122@gc.peachnetedu 
It was what so many riders 
throughout the southeast had 
been looking forward to that 
particular week. 
The Gai nesv ille 
SO RBA (Sout he rn 
Off Road Bicycle 
Association) 
hosted the Tum-
bling C reek 
raci ng event 
at Gainesville 
College cam-
pus on Octo-
ber 13, 2002. 
"It was 
huge," stated 
GC student 
Barc lay J udah . 
"By the time I got there 
at eight in the morning, 
the parking lot was 
packed!" There were 
over 400 contestants 
registered to ride, an 
outstanding turnout. 
Riders traveled from all 
over the southeast. Several col-
lege tearns were there including 
the Unive~ity of Florida, Geor-
gia Institute of Technology, the 
University o f Georgia, Warren 
Wilson, Florida State University, 
Auburn University, East Tennes-
see Stale, Lees MeRae and the 
University of North Carolina at 
Asheville. 
lbey couldn't have asked for 
better weather. It was cool in the 
morning, but warm and sunny in 
the afternoon. The only concerns 
were about track conditions due 
to previous weather. 
Fitness Center 
Several things have to go well 
in order to have a successful 
mountain bike even!. Certain 
conditions, such as weather. track 
conditions, track layout and turn-
out are essential. The Tumbling 
Creek event was firing on all 
four cylinders. 
First of all, the track lay-
out was good, receiving 
compliments from 
several of the rid-
ers. The course at 
GC is a five mile 
setup with five 
laps. The 
cotJI$C ranged 
In terrai n 
from flat 
stretches to 
narrow and 
curving paths. The 
overall critique was that 
the course was speedy, 
demanding a lot of 
pedaling. 
Seve ral of 
Gainesville's own 
competed in the 
event, but local 
sta ndout SCOIt 
Vnnold stoic the 
spotlight in theex-
pert veteran class 
(30-39). Unnold. 
who is sponsored 
by local busi -
nesses Tire Barn 
and Bike Town, said that the 
home field advantage was the key 
to his win. According to Unnold. 
;. the track was very fast and ex· 
citing." 
One part of the track , however, 
was very slick throughout the 
day. The bridges were more of 
an obstacle rather than a conve-
nience. At one point in the track, 
riders would come out of the 
woods head ing toward the 
bridge, but when they leaned into 
the tum off of the bridge, the wet 
wood caused them to crash and 
slide into the side of it. 
The highlight of the day came 
from an awesome final stretch 
showdown in the most advanced 
class, theexper1 senior men (19-
29) . Benjy Coil from Stone 
Mountain was neck-and-neck 
with Dave Irving for the duration 
of the race. On the fifth and final 
lap, the two were sprinting down 
the final stretch when Irving's 
chain popped off. This immedi-
ately knocked him out of con ten-
tion and into second place. After 
the race COil stated, "the track 
was a blast. It was real fast and 
twisty." Coil is currently the 
points leader in the GAP series. 
Another points series that was 
at stake at Twnbling Creek was 
the college series. Tom Hughes 
from Warren Wilson College in 
Asheville, North Carolina took 
the win in the fi fth and final 
race of the college season. 
Hughes loved the track, as 
did his team. The Warren 
Wilson team placed second 
in the nation for Division II. 
Second only to the thriller in 
the expert senior men class was 
the duel between two of 
Georgia's own in the expert 
women class. Allison Carter of 
Marietta beat rival Lisa Ropke 
from Woodstock. The two train 
together and are very good 
friends. Carteragreed with oth-
ers about the track speed, but 
also pointed out the major 
problem with the course. 
P.E. FACIUTY HOURS 
Gym 
"That bridge was slick!," she 
said. 
At the finish line, everyone was a 
winner. The weekend cooJd not have 
beenanybetterbthespoooflTJClm-
tain biking and the Gainesville 
SORBA chapter. Hundreds of riders 
camefian all overtheplace topartici-
pate in the event, but more impor· 
tantly, many locals got the chance to 
get involved in rmuntain biking on 
the primetime scene. Thanks to the 
numerous !ipOl\'llr.i. the biking event 
was a spectacular advancement 
fo r the sport of 
moun tain 
biking. 
Pool 
M,W: 6-7:S0a.m. and 12-8:30p.m. 
T,TH: 6-7:S0a.m. and 12-9:4Sp.m. 
F: 6-7:S0a.m. and 11-3 :4Sp.m. 
M,T,W,TH: 
F: 
Sat: 
8-9:45p.m. 
8-3p.m. 
8-10:4Sa.m. 
M,W: 6-7:SDa.m. and ll-ll:SOa.m. 
4-S:30p.m. and 7:4S-9:4Sp.m. 
T,TH : 6-7:S0a.m. and 4-9:4Sp.m. 
6-7:S0a.m. and ll-ll :SOa.m. 
Sat: 8-10:S0a.m. 
Sat: 8-10:4Sa.m. 
Sun: CLOSED 
Sun: CLOSED 
Sun: CLOSEO 
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Does a Devil become a Saint? Causey Ca 
Last time we were on the lake with local semi-pro Corey Bradley. This time I am tak ing you to the 
basketball coun, where fonnc r East Hall High School superstar Mark Causey likes to shine. 
Causey established himself as a legend at Easl Hall 
by leading the Vikings to their first state championship 
in 2001. Do notge! me wrong, East Hall was knocking 
on the door with current Gainesville College student 
Jess Clark's team, but Causey walked through that door 
with his team on back. 
That single fea t would be the exclamation ofa career 
for many. Not fo r Causey, though. He shocked the state 
when he declared a shot aI Blue Devil basketball fo r 
Duke University in Durham. North Carolina, the nation's 
top consistent program. To the surprise of many, Cau-
sey made the team that was the pre-season fa vorite 10 
win the national tournament. He played with big names 
in college basketball. like All-American Jason Wil liams, 
and several o the r co ll eg iate superstars incl uding 
Dahntay Jones and Chris Duhon. This experience alone 
is something that serious ba ilers across the country 
could only dream about. However, another shock was 
to come. 
This time, he left the prestigious progl"JIll for anothe r 
college team. That team is located in Dahlonega, Georgia and the school is Nonh Georgia College 
and State University, a school that most in the GCcommunity are fa miliar with as well. 
But why would anyone leave Blue Devil basketball to become a Saint? The irony of the mascot 
change defines the shake up perfectly. I recently had a chance to sit down with Mark and talk about 
a few things. This is what he had to say. 
Page 11 
Causey's Interview 
ZT: What was it like playing basketball for Duke'! 
Me: Pretty amazing. I was playing with the best in the world. 
Z,.: So how did you adapt 10 thai lifestyle? 
MC: It was tough at fi rst. I had to be careful with my time sched-
ule. We were in a different state each week. Alii did was study and 
play; I didn't have time fo re much elsc. 
ZT: You came home wi th a diamond in your ear. Call you explain 
that one? 
MC: (Laughing) Well, it was a wi ld idea one night with somc of 
my buddies. 
ZT: What was your single most rllvorite memory at Duke? 
MC: [ guess winning the ACC championship. 
Z,.: Everyone is wondering what brought you homc. Anything in 
part icular? 
MC: Financial rcasons and also to focus on education. (I was talk-
ing with Mark when he first left and he said all he did wa .. pl"..lctice, 
practice and pmctice. It was clear that there was little time to do 
much else.) 
ZT: Explain the difference between North Georgia and Duke rrorn 
a player's point of view. 
MC: Well, Duke was definitely bigger. but there is a difference in 
talent as well. The players at Duke did several things well instead of 
just one thing. 
ZT: Where do you see yourself in ten years? 
Me: With a good job, ste1ldy income and a nice family. 
One thing is for sure about Causey: The man has his head on stmighl. 
I think he realizes that his basketlxlll career climaxed at Duke Uni-
versity. He knew his chances of professional ball were slim. He made 
the right decision to transfer to NGCS U. There, he can still play, but 
he can also start to focus on the inevitable ruture we al1 have in find-
ing a job to support ourselves. Causey was able to fire in 11 3.03 GPA 
his freshman year, but will be able to give his best academic eITort at 
the smaller school. I am sure the experience was absolutely amazing. 
but I respect Causey for the mature dec ision that he made about his 
future . 
. ... 
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Officers for the Politi-
cally lncOrTeCt Club have 
been elected. They are 
James Anisko: president, 
Emily Van Dyke: vice 
president and Jeff 
Etienne: secretary. Con-
gratulations and best of 
luck with PIC! 
FHP EIectIoIII 
Complete 
Officers for the Future 
Health Professionals have 
been. chosen. They are 
Jim Anisko: president, 
Lexie Turner: vice presi-
dent, Nancy Tuttobene: 
secretary and Rebecca 
Bennett: treasurer. Good 
luck this semester! 
Mayor Speaks 
IItGC 
On Wednesday, Sept. 25, 
Mayor Mynle Figueras, 
the first African Ameri-
can female mayor of 
Gainesville, spoke at Gc. 
The Politically Incorrect 
club spo nsored the 
speech. ForthoseGCstu-
dents who wanted to 
show but could not make 
it, Mayor Figueras would 
like to say Ihis to you: 
"Do the best in every-
thing that you do, because 
the power of one is what 
we need in our society; if 
we're prepared, then we 
can accept the opponuni-
ties that are presented to 
us." 
Symphonic 
Band Looks for 
Memben 
Anyone interested in 
joining Symphonic Band 
shou ld contact Mercer 
Crook at ext. 3691 
mcrooI<@gc.peachnet.odu. 
Symphonic Band meets 
every Monday and 
Wednesday from 1:15 to 
2:30 p.m. io the band 
room. 
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Club Forms to Promote Awareness and Tolerance 
Heather Hodges 
Editor-in-chief 
hhod2171@gc.peachnet.edu 
After multiple unsuccessful 
attempts, a gay, lesbian, bisexual 
and transgender (GLBT) club 
has finally been formed on the 
Gainesvil Ie Col lege campus. 
The GC Alliance was estab-
lished this semester to "serve as 
a support group for students 
that identify themselves as gay, 
lesbian , bisexual o r 
transgender," as outlined in their 
constitution. "I think it is impor-
tant for the gay and lesbian stu-
dent population to have a sup-
pon group-a place to go to dis-
cuss their concerns and to edu-
cate others," said Caitlin Wills 
Toker, instructor of speech and 
co-advisor of the club. "[They) 
have the added stress of facing 
social stereoty ping, close-
minded students and a Jack of a 
support network ." 
"On a ca mpus that makes 
such an incredible attempt at 
addressing the needs of many 
different students. thi s is a 
group that has remained pretty 
invisible at Gainesville," said 
Michallenc McDaniel, instructor 
of sociology and co-advisor of 
GCA 
The Alliance is especially de-
sired at GC since "some of the 
The GCA has been formed to support the GLBT 
community of Gainesville College. 
highest levels of prejudice are 
against the GLBT community," 
said Connie Ringger, assistant 
professor of psychology and 
co-advisorofGCA. "I sense a 
lot of fear of gays and lesbians 
from some of the students here, 
and this seems based largely on 
the fact that most students have 
some very stereotypical notions 
of homosexualit y," said 
McDaniel. 
The club hopes to "educate 
and promote awareness or' the 
GLBT conununity. "Exposure to 
different types of people pro-
motes understanding, and un-
derstanding tends to promote 
tolerance," said McDaniel. "Not 
necessarily acceptance, but tol· 
erance.'· Through planned cam-
pus and community activities, 
the GC Alliance will promote 
open-mindedness, while striv-
ing to gain the support of the 
OC conununity. "The promotion 
of tolerance and understanding 
is a fundamental goal of our col-
leges and universities," said 
Martha Nesbitt, president ofOC. 
"The acceptance of diversity in 
all areas is vital to society's 
health." 
TheGCAlliance is open toall 
students to join. Members will 
be equally treated despite "race, 
religion, gender, age or sexual 
orientation," according to the 
GCA constitution. " The 
Gainesville College Alliance 
shall in no way discriminate." 
Advisors of the club want 
prospective members to know 
that they can come to meetings 
expecting u ·'friendly, suppon-
ive and fun environment" that 
is also "wann and light-hearted." 
Nesbitt added, " We at 
Gainesville Col/ege want to pro-
vide a comfonable environment 
in which clubs like the Alliance 
can pursue its interests and pro-
mote understanding and accep-
tance of all students." 
Students interested in joining 
this organization should contact 
GCAJliance2002@yahoo.com 
for more information. 
Anime is Resurrected Clubs Team Up to Help 
By_G.Kent 
Oubs Editor 
jken7130@gc.peachnet.edu 
The Anime C lub has been 
resurrected once again, only 
this time it appears that the 
club's resurrection will actually 
be successful. 
The hard part to believe is that 
the reanimation of the club can 
all be atl ributed to one member 
and Anime Club president, John 
Furst. 
It is a love of anime that 
brought this now close· knit 
group of students together. The 
Anime Club would like the stu-
dents to know that anime is a 
muitigenerational thing that 
anyone can watch. ' Anime is 
Japanese animation character· 
ized by intricate artWork and an 
inc redible attention for detail, 
and advanced and intellectual 
plot lines often accentuated by 
strong romantic themes and ac-
tion-packed fight scenes. 
However, don't judge anime 
by what "Toonami" plays-
anime is not all '"Dragon Ball ZIt 
and "Sai lor Moon." 
Take a chance and drop by one 
day and see for yourself what 
the club is all about. 
President : John Furst 
Advisor: Patricia Worrall 
Time: Wednesdays @3: 15 
Place:Rm.170inACADII 
Mission Statement: The club's 
pwpose is to promote an inter-
est in and appreciation of anime 
~~ ~.ewi~ganime tilpts and 
fClevision series and through 
discussion sessions. 
By_n_G.Kent 
Oubs Editor 
jken713O@gc..peachoet.edu 
The Computer Club and Students in Free Enterprise have 
teamed up and are working hard 10 
give back to the community. 
Stnning on Oct.17, the Computer 
C lub began taking donations 
from GC students, faculty and 
staff. They also picked up do-
nations from several com-
puter stores throughout the 
Atlanta area . Donations can 
consist of a variety of items, 
such as money, laptop bags, com-
puter software and hardware, and even whole computers. 
The Computer Club will work to use the donated items to 
build computers. Then they will meet with SIFE for "Make a 
Difference Day" at Oakwood Elementary School. The students 
who have been working throughout the semester to earn SlFE 
bucks will be allowed to come in and shop around'through the 
various items thai were donated. 
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GC Athens Campus Acquires House for Offices, Lounge 
By Michelle Callner 
Staff Writer 
mcat3581@gc.peachnet.edu 
The Gainesville College Athens campus has a new addition. 
It is a beautiful historical house across Milledge Avenue from the original 
Athens area campus location. 
The top floor o f the house is acting as offi ce space fors taff members and the 
bottom floor is for students. Students may use the area to " hang out, slUdy, use 
the computers. take muke· up tests. check out reserved materials and receive 
tutori ng assistance primarily during the hours o f 9 a.m. until 3:30 p.m.," said 
Michelle S. Brown, director of academic and support support services. In 
addition. slUdents can relax on the two huge porches. which are equipped with 
chairs and small tables. 
Safety has been a concern of many, since students and faculty will have to 
cross the street to get to the house. "While there are always concerns about 
safety anytime there is student traffic crossing a street, I don' t see the need for 
any major initiatives to assist in this area," said Brown. "Students are already 
crossing several streets when parking ... We've been fonunnte that we have not 
had any pedestrian accidents." 
Funding for the house came from a few sources. "The primary source of 
fund ing that allows Gainesville College 10 rent the house is fro m money reo 
ceived from the University System of Georgia. GC made and was granted 
some funding as pan of a supplemental budget allocation," said Brown. 
The exact age of the house is unknown, but Brown guessed that it was 
probably buil t "around 1930 or 1940." The time period architecture adds to 
the house's chann and is evident throughout the house, from the wide round 
columns on the large wooden porches, to the expansive entry staircase next 
to the colorful stained· glass window. The character of the house speaks for 
itself, and with the diversity of design throughout the home. everyone can 
find something that they appreciate. 
A house across from the GC campus in Athens has been rented to 
serve a multitude of purposes for both students and faculty. A 
barbeque was held at the house to welcome those at the GC Ath-
ens campus to the additional facility. 
Students Left Stranded 
Due to record enrollment, new students at the GC Athens 
campus may be left high and dry when they attempt to 
register for spring semester. 
By Mar1qulta Davis 
Staff Writer 
mdav815S@gc.peachnet.edu 
According to resources, the 
enrollment for the Gainesville 
College Athens campus had an 
outstanding 200 percent in· 
. crease thi s fal l. While most 
schools would be reveling in the 
achievement, the Athens cam· 
pus is taking a different route as 
they are faced with a new prob-
lem: limited. space. 
This semeste r there arc an 
approximated 600 students who 
.nend the campus, which K -
conwnodalC:S425 riJbt)y. Thtte 
are evn c1aucs .... are bdd at 
the local middle Kbool in an 
attempt to relieve the stuffiness. 
Dedede Laughter, GC's Ath· 
ens office manager, stated that 
this is a temporary situation that 
Ronnie Booth. vice president of 
external affairs, is working dili-
gently on fixing." We are work-
ing very hard to locate addi-
tio nal space in Athens," said 
Booth. "Several properties have 
been considered to date, with a 
goal of being in new faci lities 
by next fall ." He went on to ex-
plain. "'We do not anticipate a 
200 percent increase in enroll-
ment like we experienced this 
&11." 
. Tbc initial far of currcnl Alb-. 
cas Shrdmb is ODe of diIplaee--
..... buI, ...... « LoacJncr 
, 
.. ' .. .. -.- •• - . - • •..•. . : : .. .. .. . . -:. -. _. - _. _ . •• _ '- --0' 
and Booth reassured, the pre-
caution is geared toward pro-
spective students for spring, as 
the current student's integrity 
will be rightly obliged. 
Lette rs have been sent to 
those students making them 
aware that, though they might 
choose to attend school in Ath· 
ens, the facility mightnotaccom-
modate all the classes (s)he de-
sires. This could lead prospec-
tive students away, but right 
now it aPJlC&" to be in the best 
interest ofGe. The letter can be 
viewed on the Athens Campus 
Website al hllp :/! 
www.,c .pcaclmct.cduladminl 
Icuc / athen./ 
icpdiua4Jlinp:n;oIImcnIJaL 
The GC Athens campus has experienced a 
record enrol/ment this semester. Due to the 
cramped Circumstances, students entering GC in 
spring who are wishing to take classes at the 
Athens campus may be out of luck. A letter was 
sent to aI/ potential Athens students notifying 
them of the situation. Current Athens students 
do not need to worry, as the limited space wilt go 
to returning students. GC is currently /ooIci1lfl for 
• IIIIW "... ID ""'- • /atf1er number of GC 
IIUdMfs. 
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Future of 
It's quick, it's im,o"atii;"-it',,,l 
made easy, boasled Anne Phillips, Hall 
tor of elections und voter registrations. 
On Aug. 20, registered l-hlll County voters had I 
Georgia 10 use Ihe new automaled touch-screen 
mary and special elections. This was made possible 
The purpose of these new innovations in voting is "to 
Phillips.Phillips emphasized the differences that I I 
and how recent the new voting syStems arc. 'Olt's the newest 
we have right now," she said. Phillips added that, due t~g~~~~~ 
are blind or have a sight impainncnI can vote without 
According to Phillips, the new computer program is 
and less time-consuming. To reduce the possibility of 
the voter's selections al Ihe end of the process. This 
correct any mistakes made before they commit to i 
l .. hlll County Board of Elections strongly urges inactive, 
tered voters to register and par1icipale in the Nov. 5 
Based on census 2000 figures, nine new precincts 
nearly 50 percent population growth in Hall C<,u,ltyfrJ 
In reference to the escalating number of voters, 
the new machines '''will make a difference." 
)ti 
y direc-
rSI opportunity in 
aerns during the pri-
Cox. secretary o[statc. 
iform statewide," replied 
!menlS in voting will make, 
:ot up-to-date equipment that 
y of the machines, voters who 
)ugh an .mdio program. 
Recounts arc more precise, 
"\! is n summary page of all of 
opportunity to change or 
D 
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GTA Spotlights Local Heroes 
By Michelle Gilstrap 
ME Co-Editor 
mgiI2642@gc.peachnet.edu 
Needl ess to s ay, tHe 
Gainesville Theatre Alliance is 
a little bit excited about having 
the first rights to "Ragtimc" ill 
the Southeast. But the members 
o f the alliance want the sur-
rounding Gai nesville , 
Hall County and Georgia 
commun ities to be ex-
cited as well. To ensure 
at least a greater under-
standing and hope ful ly 
enjoyment o f the produc-
tion. Artistic Director Jim 
Hammond and Publicist 
F,...lIIci ne Dibben imple-
mented Ihe " Ragtime L0-
cal Hero Project." 
Dibben feels that the show deals 
with many issues that are still 
issues today, and that audiences 
can lcarn from the story how to 
success full y handle concerns 
likc rac ism and immigration. 
But to really learn from the 
story. audiences should do more 
than just watch the show once. 
Dibbe n sea rc hed on th e 
said Dibben. Some of the char-
acters suggestcd for research 
were J.P. Morgan, Henry Ford 
and Harry Houdini. Some ofthe 
local heroes suggested were 
Francis Meadows, Ed Cabell 
and General James Longstreet. 
Of course, Ihe part ic ipating 
schools gct more from the re-
search tha n a greater under-
standing of the play. Some 
of the benefi ts of {Xlrtici· 
pat ion arc up to 50 free 
studcnt tickets (depending 
on funding), free support 
material for research and 
free school visits fTom the 
actors still participating af· 
ter thc national tour. Thc 
main objec tive of th is 
p rojec t is to "inc rease 
awarcness of 
connecti vity ... between 
past and present, present 
and future ... across 
disciplines . .. and students 
with the community," said 
Dibben. 
The project is actually 
based on a program used 
during the nationn l tour 
of the Broadway hit. 
When interviewing and 
audit io nin g Jerold 
Solomon for the starring 
rol e of Coalhou se 
Walker. Hammond asked 
Solomon to describe the 
best show cl(pcrience he 
had while on the national 
tour. Solomon descrilx:d 
.. 10:00 a .m. show for 
lIbout 15 high schools in 
Dayton. Ohio. Every stu-
de nt who attended the 
Top: Chris Bouchard as ~;:;;~~~~ 
Dickson as Daughter. Bottom: Jerold 
Solomon . from the national tour, as 
Coalhouse Walker and Christina Owens, 
Brenau University Student, as Sarah. 
At the end of July, GTA 
sent Oul invitations to over 
40 schools in nine coun· 
ties. Thirteen high schools 
from six counties have reo 
plied and are committcd to 
doing the project. There 
will be three daytime per-
forman ces for close to 
1,000 high school stu· 
dents. Once these studcnts 
show had read the script. 
researched the historical back-
ground and some of the well· 
known hi storical figures por-
trayed in the show (early 1900's 
time frame). and then partici-
pated in making somc kind of 
art project. Solomon told 
Hammond and Dibben that "the 
aclors connected with that au-
d ience in a way that most actors 
only dream about connecting 
with an audience; it was just 
exhilarating." 
According to Dibben, she and 
Hammond had been trying to 
figure olit a way to make the 
"Ragtime" production a more 
memorable and meaningful n-
perience for the audicntc n'eIl 
before their diKuuion with 
SoIoonoa. .... oftcrwaD they 
k .... they hod 10"'--" 
Intcmet for theatres in Dayton, 
Ohio and " Ragtime" produc-
tions and found the Victoria 
Theatre . She con tacted the 
theatre's educational promoter, 
Ti na McPhea rson, who sent 
Dibben a notebook full of the in-
formation pertaining to the high 
school program. From lhat in-
formation and linie work by her 
and Hammond. the Ragtime 
Local Hero Project was con· 
ceived. 
The project focuses on high 
school students researching the 
play and i15 characten and then 
finding people in the loe.l com-
munity "who' 5 Ktions or words 
hne led 10 &miter undentand-
ina between w rac:cs, and ap-
.......... or....".. oroltT ..... 
etIIDicilin aDd bKklfDUl'dl ... 
have picked the ir local 
hero and researched his or her 
life. they have been encouraged 
to celebrate his o r her life in 
some sort of cross· curricular 
way, like listening to oral histo-
ries and writing essays or giv-
ing speeches or making some 
kind of art. The Times is even 
interested in publishing student 
essays produced by the project. 
GT A and the participating 
schools are eager 10 m«t each 
other on the production days 
and see all of their hard work 
payoff. Audience members 
not involved in the project can 
still enjoy its fruits, too. Some 
of the artwork will be dis-. 
played in the lobby of the John 
S. Surd Cmacr for Perfonniaa 
Alb .. am.u Univcniry 
................... 01 ... 
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Ceramics is a Smash 
ByJII ... H_ 
Contributing Writer 
jhuf9311@gc.peadvletedu 
This semester, art majors as well as art lovers hnd an addi-
lional course to choose from. For the first time in over six 
years, a ceramics class is being offered at Gainesville College. 
The class is taught by Stacy Koffman, assistant professor o f 
art. "Cemmics is a roundation course offered at most other 
University System schools within Georgia," she said. "It is 
important that we also have these courses available to the stu· 
dents at GC." Koffman has her master 's in painting but said, '" 
spent half of my graduate hours in ceramics." She also received 
a bachelor's degree in ceramics from the University ofTennes· 
see. 
The course was made possible by James and Frances Mathis, 
who wanted to see a ceramics class added al Gc. 
Twenty students enrolled for the ceramics class this semes· 
ler. Koffman said she is "most impressed with the works of the 
students this semester. The energy level of the class is really 
strong." 
The coune is basically • hand building class, which means 
no wheels; everydW>a is truly made by buds oaIy. Moro ad-
Vaoced studcotJ william to UICI the patten wheel. 1be studio 
iDcludes two electric kiIJIa with low file, .... a type of Asian 
firing known u Raku. 
The clau ia Monday, WcdDeadly and Friday from 9:30 to 
10,50 LDI. in ... oewly renovated AcIdemic I. The cI ....... 
ceivcs three boan ~ but ........ mectsix studio bourt pa' 
__ "1,_.101 oftimel,""" KD_ 
Tbon: ia. S40 _ r.o. No ... _ ia ,,,,_ ............. ... 
1IUdeaI_ pur t I dIy. 
Ken .................. 4 b ..... C S'M. Il10_ --W'" .-.1_ .... ..,._ 
_. _ of ... _ ... • • ..,. ....... _ 
..., ... _""".W .......... · ' .. 
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Audiences Get Caught in the WonderQuest Web 
ByM_C' b 41 
ME Co-Editor 
mgi12642@gc.peachnet.edu 
WonderQuest makes its ninth season a great one 
with an amazing production of "Charlotte 's Web." 
Director Gay H. Hammond commented that this cast 
was her favorite so fa r, and I have to agree. 
Chandra Owenby was an amazing Charlotte. She 
has a small, thin frame that went over very well as 
spidery. Her grace and the soothing quality of her 
voice helped even the most avid insect-hater enjoy 
seeing a five-and-a-half foot spider in an enonnous 
web. 
Boone Hopkins played a great "dirty rat" in James 
Cagney-gangster style as Templeton. With his great 
costume, including plaid pants, suspenders and a fe-
dora, Hopkins slinked around the stage and set pieces 
scaring other characters and cracking more mature 
jokes than others for the sake of the adults in the au-
dience. 
Wilbur, however, stole the show. Stephanie 
Ferguson was the cutest little pig I' ve ever seen. From 
the backwards cap with ears attached to the fattening 
body suit made to look dirty, the costume turned a 
sweet girl into a sweet, loving boy pig who loved life 
LAWRENCE PHARMACY 
631 Broad SI. 
Gainesville, GA 30501 
Ph.# (770) 532-0186 
Fax# (770) 503-1016 
~Goose ~ and ~Gander" played bv ,~m,,1i 
Hammond and Derrick Ledbetter. 
LANIER PHARMACY 
3560 Thompson Bridge Rd. 
Gainesville , GA 30506 
Ph.# (770) 563-8861 
Fax# (770) 503-1201 
STEVE ADAMS, R Ph_ 
Bring in this ad for $2.00 olT any purchase of $5.00 or more 
www.sqdeais.com 
Sporrscards • Memorabilia • Toys 
DVDs . CDs . Video Games 
Square cneals 
--Collectibles--
115 BradFord Street 
Downtown Gainesville 770-718- 1437 
and loved Charlotte for saving his. 
My favorite costumes, though, belonged to Goose and 
Gande r, a married goose coupl e played by Amelia 
Hammo nd and GC stude nt Der rick Le dbetter. 
WonderQuest always does animal costumes the same 
way: with a hint of animal characteristics. This gives 
talking animals a more human appearance while keep-
ing the illusion that the characters really are animals. 
Goose and Gander were darned with feathers galore and 
swimming flippers as their webbed feet . I have to be-
lieve that the flippers made walking and moving like a 
water fou l easier, but getting around backstage must have 
been a chore. In short, good job Jennifer Wood. 
The audience's biggest treat came at the end of the 
play when Charlotte's egg sack hatched. While Wilbur 
talked. to the over SOO baby spiders that were supposed 
to be flying away. large glitler fell from the lighting cove 
in the ceiling of the theatre. Children squealed and adults 
laughed at the realization that they were being covered 
with magical should-be spiders and were suddenly in-
cluded into the setting and action of the play onstage. I 
even heard one child ask if she could keep the "spider" 
she pulled out of her hair. Hammond finds some way to 
include lots of glitter in every show, and Ihis has to be 
my favorite incorporation thus far. 
peace. 
f~) 
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love. speed. 
Cool, very cool. And very, very fast. 
High speed uble internet iCCess ¥lith Charler Piptlineel:ftps you connected. 
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GC Out & About! 
The Compass wants to know where you 
go, what you do and who you do it withl 
The best photo each month will win a 
prizel 
Submit your photos and location to: 
Diego Ibarra @ 
oiba6199@gc.peachnet.edu 
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~SlpeE~::~ ~~~~i~n Gainesville 
Luxury I, 2 & 3 Bedroom Floor Plans 
Controlled Entry Access 
9ft Ceilings wi Crown Molding 
Gourmet Kitchens 
Vaulted Ceilings wi Fireplaces· 
Garden Tubs· I Powder Room· 
Monitored Alarms 
Sparkling Pool wi Fountian 
Ughted Tennis Courts 
State-of-the-art Fitness Center 
Executive Business Center 
Children-s Playroom 
Covered Auto Care Center 
Pets are Welcome 
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Yahoo is King of IMing 
This is a refresher course in instant messengers. Anyone who doesn't know 
what an instant messenger is by now, shame on you. But since no one wants to 
leave you poor people in the dark fore ver, here are the good, the bad and the truly 
ugly sides of everyone's favorite messengers. So come back from the dark ages and 
join the technological revolution. 
Let's start with the top four messengers. Since most people are familiar with 
them by now, going back over these little beauties shou ld be a snap. 
Starting off, an o ldie but a goodie is ICQ. However, this instant messenger is 
nOI exactly instant. As a maller offact, ICQ 
is an internet-relay chat messenger. This 
means that a message being sent to some-
one else firsl goes to the ICQ server and is 
then transferred to the other user. Another 
downside to this product is that it's diffi-
cult to figure out allthc controls for begin-
ners. not to mention it's a memory hog (any 
older computer systems might not be able 
to handle this little program). On the bright 
side. there is a new file sharing system that 
works like a charm. And for anybody feel-
ing bored, there is a Random Chat Search, 
which allows a user to browse overpoten-
tinl chat contacts by viewing their age, sex 
and a brief profile. Still, any computer 
Yahoo Instant Messenger 
pop-up window. 
newbies should skip pastlhis messenger and keep reading. 
Moving on to AOL Instant Messenger. Despite its severe flaws, such as lack 
ofprivaey/security, it remains a user favorite . The popularity of this browser could 
ju.sl be Ihat il is so widely advertised that everyone knows about it and, therefore, 
uses it. There arejost so many little irritating problems with it that it's best to skip 
it altogether. Problems like constant connection boots for AOL users, especially 
when they are talking to several other AIM users, are a problem. Truthfully, this 
messenger only has one thing going for it that none of the other messengers have: 
the buddy icon. So unless anyone is itching to get that nifty little icon, it is 
recommended that everyone skip past this one. 
Another popular messenger (although nOI necessarily a user favorite) is the 
MSN messenger. Once installed, Ihis messenger pops up every time a user pulls up 
Internet explorer and can 'I be closed while Explorer is open. MSN is also a memory 
hog with no featured support of video chat. The upside is that there are lois of 
MSN users and it isn't bad with security issues. But unti l MSN snags video chat 
from its cousin, Windows Messenger XP, don't bolher. 
Yahoo Messenge'r is currently the best out of standard messengers sporting 
video, audio, IMVironments, file transfers, animated emolicons and all the fun little 
goodies anyone could want out ofa messenger. However, there are still some ugly 
lillie security issues that appear to be common for instant messengers. But overall 
Yahoo is the messenger to use. There is another problem, though. Yahoo may be 
the best, but if everyone you know is on AIM. you can't talk to them from Yahoo. 
Here is where Trillian comes in. It is the only interoperable messenger thai is worth 
mentioning. It will work with all of the afore mentioned messengers and it will even 
use some oflhe capabilities unique to each of the messengers. 
Now you have Ihe 41 I on the top messengers out al this time, and if the 
information here isn't enough to appease your knowledge hungry appetile, then 
click over to www.cnet.com.Cnethasallthe information you will need to make the 
decision. 
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Real Halloween Horror FUcf(f 
And here we go again ... Halioween! My favorite time of year-cr at least it 
used 10 be. Halloween is supposed to be a time when we are reminded of the things 
that scare us. The dead walk the earth, werewolves howl from the hillsides, de-
mons prowl the darkness and the Oct. issue of "Martha Stewart: Living" shows us 
yet another recipe for bat-shaped sugar cookies. The horror ... Anyway, it's also 
traditionally the best time for horror movies. It's an oddity of our species that we 
enjoy being frightened, or grossed out, or disturbed, but of late, the genre really 
hasn 't been gelling much in the way of decent, really SCARY films. I mean, come 
on. Did you see "Fear.com?" Please. Another 
problem-that I find is that I am increasingly 
unable to be "scared" by films. I am, how-
ever, still able to be disturbed and grossed out. 
So, ever-willing 10 foist my opinion upon an 
unsuspecting world, I present some recom-
mendations for the filmgoer who wants a little 
something more in the frights department. So 
here are a few flicks you might want to con-
sider for Halloween viewing that will defi-
nitely keep you up all night. 
"Begotten" (1991) This one is out there. I 
mean REALLY out there. Not thekindoffilm 
you want to watch while eating. A very 
twisted take on creation myths. The Old God 
destroys himself and gives birth to a New God, 
who is then killed by man, and then the cycle 
begins anew. Filmed in a chiaroscuro black- The scariest Halloween 
and-white that makes it (intentionally) hard flicks ever! 
to see at times. No dialogue, no music, just 
incredibly obscene imagery assaulting your 
eyes. I challenge anyone 10 sleep easily after watching this film. 
"Tetsuo: The Iron Man" (1988) and "Tetsuo U: Body Hammer" (1992) These 
films take the Japanese obsession with transformation to amazing ends. The de· 
struction of the psychic self through physical means is the basic theme of both 
movies. I don't have room for the details, but trust me on these two. Seriously 
mind-blowing stuff, here. 
"Eraserhead" (1977) "Eraserhead" is the stuff of legend, and rightly so. Seldom 
has anything so twisted come from an American director. David Lynch redeems 
himself ahead of time for making "Dune" in 1984. Man, this film is something-
whether pretentious art-house dreck or seriously surreal cinema is for you to de-
cide. Either way, its imagery is not easily forgotten (more's the pity. I still see the 
dinner scene in my nightmares). Be careful, though. The clerks at Blockbuster will 
stare at you oddly for renting this. Ignore them and get it anyway. 
Almost any film by David Cronenberg. Ranging from "S hivers" (1975) to 
"eXistenZ" ( 1999) and beyond, Cronenberg has consistently made bizarre films 
that hinge on concepts oftransfonnation and physical extemalization of emotions 
and libido. "The Brood" (1919) is a classic example. When the climax comes, it 's 
so stomach-churning that you almost can't watch. "Naked Lunch" (1991) is not as 
sickening, but is even more visually grotesque. "Videodrome"(1983) is a classic 
of twisted SF/S&MIB&DI [insert your own acronym here) horror, and makes state-
ments about the television age that are oddly prophelic, in the hindsight of twenty 
years on. 
These only a few of the offerings in the "O;,,,,,b;nl'''' section of the video store 
kiddies ... 
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New perspective 
If anyone were to pick up "Wicked" by Gregory Maguire and expect to read 
another version of "The Wi7..ard of Oz," I am afraid they would be deeply disap-
pointed. The full title ofMaguirc 's novel is "Wicked: The Life and Times of the 
Wicked Witch of the West." This tells exactly what the book is about, starting 
with the day of the Wilch's binh and ending after her death. I would gueslimate 
around 70 of the 400 pages parallellhe story "The Wizard of Oz." Now don't get 
me wrong, this does not take away from the reading al all, in fact it actually adds 
to it and keeps it interesting. Who wants to sit and 
read another story telling about the hardships that 
Dorothy and her new friends go through while in 
Oz', Insteud you-can gel"n inuidlilr'i: look at what 
made the Wicked Witch of the West. .. well, wicked. 
Have you ever wondered what the Wicked Witch 
of the West's real name was? Or what her child-
hood was like? What about her parents? And we 
can't forget her dear sister, the Wicked Witch of 
the East, and the slippers that Dorothy takes from 
her after the Witch's untimely death. An of these 
things are revealed in "Wicked." 
The witch's real name is Elphaba, and her friends 
call her Elphie. Yes, the witch did indeed have 
friends growing up, and even as an adult she is 
loved by others. One of the more interesting friends 
she has is her old roommate from college-none 
other than Glinda the Good Witch. You meet her 
friends, enemies and lovers. 
--Wicked- by 
GregoryMaguire 
The things happening in Oz, strangely enough, paralleled many things that we 
deal with in real life. There are religious issues. The residents ofOz can choose to 
believe in the teachings of the unnamed god, the great Wizard ofOz, or the Fairy 
Queen Lurline, who supposedly found Oz. Oz also has political debates going on 
in the kingdom. The great and powerful Wizard ofOz overthrew the rulers ofOz 
during Elphaba's lifetime. He killed the Ozma Regent who was the same age of 
Elphaba herself. He is feared by all and hardly anyone is allowed to have an 
appointment with him, though Elphaba and Glinda both go to see him during their 
time al college. Oz is also wracked with racism, or in Oz it would be more like 
animalism. The Wizard has outlawed any animals from having imponant roles in 
anything other than what regular animals do. The animals are different from regu-
lar animals in that they can talk and have a spirit; they can be educated and very 
intelligent beasts. Elphaba takes on a role to help these beasts have more rights in 
the society of Oz. 
Unlike "The Wizard ofOz," "Wicked" is not a book meant for children. It has 
quite a bit of adult content that is not appropriate for cenain ages; it is most defi· 
nitely meant for an older audience. There is violence, murder and sex, to name a 
few. They all fit nicely into the story, though. As you read, you will find yourself 
sympathizing with the Wicked Witch of the West and despising the Wizard. You 
see a different side of the Witch, one that has experienced love, disappointment 
and friendship, and you understand why she became a bad "Witch" in the end. 
I truly enjoyed this story; it gave me an insight into things that I had honestly 
never thought about before. It also made we want to go back and reread "The 
Wizard of Oz," just to see how things were effected. Maguire has a few more 
novels out that are sure to prove just as interesting as this one did. One of which is 
"Confessions of an Ugly Stepsister." We all know where this one is heading. 
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What's On Your Dashboard? 
Emo. By now, this is probably a word that everyone and their mother have used 
at some point. Bands like Saves The Day, the Get-Up Kids and Jimmy Eat World 
are some of the flagship bands underneath the banner of emo, which is shon for 
emotional. 
So what is emo music? In this critic's opinion, emo is this: bad high school 
poetry disguised as Iyri~, minor chord progressions that are supposed to be in-
ventive but end up falling flat, and trying to intone the early 80s wai l of Morrissey 
for the lead vocals. In other words, emo music is a bunch sub· 
urban kids who got picked on in high 
school that decided to pollute the earth 
with their music, and in the court ofemo, 
C hri lil Can-aba, II.b Qa<;hbo:lrd Con[c,,~_ 
sional, stands as king. 
Dashboard Confessional has been 
hai led as a genius by the throngs of emo 
boys and girls that wish to be him or be 
with him. I think this is because his al-
bum contains all the elements of an emo 
classic: bad poetry disguised as lyrics, 
minor chord progressions that are sup-
posed to represent ingenuity, and the 
anthemic choruses that sound strikingly 
like the same choruses of such 70s bal-
ladeers as Air Supply, Christopher Cross, 
and Captain and Tennille. All the songs 
reck of self· indulgence and the exploita-
The Places You Have 
Come To Fear The Most 
Vagrant Records 
Release Date: 03120101 
Rating: 2.7110 
tion of the "anti-cool" image as something new and wonderful. This album sounds 
a lot like something you would hear in the background while shopping at Target as 
Dashboard wails and whines on and on about girls and how evil they are. How 
inventive! 
The only bright spot on this album comes from the track "Again I Go Unno-
ticed," a song so insanely catchy that you'll crank it on your car stereo as loud as 
possible and sing along. Aside from that, Dashboard does his best to not muss his 
hair as he pretends to hate all this attention that the mainstream music press is 
lauding him with. Yeah, sure you hate it. 
In all honesty, I hope this guy never makes another album. Dashboard 's music 
is unoriginal, devoid of any inventiveness musically or lyrically, and, oddly enough, 
seems to lack the emotion he tries so hard to convey. If you want to hear how 
emotion should be mixed with music, go buy Joy Division's "Closer" album. If 
you like having your music mixed with pretentious and cryptic lyrics about ex-
girlfriends, then buy this album ... and then throw it away. 
Please feel free to contact any of our 
columnists with questions, comments or for 
more Infonnatlon at: 
Jennifer Kent: jken7130@gc.peachnet.edu 
Matt lewis: mlew0530@gc.peachnet.edu 
Heather Daniels: hdan6161@gc.peachnet.edu 
KevIn Man: kman7097@gc.peachnet.edu 
Scorpio 
The Scorpion 
Oct.24 to Nov. 22 
It's your birthday, Scorpio, so take center stage by arranging a fictional skit 
between you and a group of your friends that you guys can perform on the 
Jerry Springer show! Imagine: A group of strangers chanting derogatory 
mantras toward you because, far as they know, you're a pregnant her-
maphrodite hartot who vadtlates between several lovers of different age 
and sex. Throwing this trashy scam together will be cheap AND easy, 
exactly what SCOrpios crave! 
Sagittarius: 
The_ 
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 
Rapid thinkers you are, Sagittarians! Here's a fast one: Why did the 
chicken cross the-oh! What?! How did you know THAT?! You ARE rapid 
thinkers! If I docked your thinking with a radar, it would be, like, 200m ph, 
or really fast, for thinking, yeah, 
capricorn: 
The Goat 
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 
You guys really respect authority fig-
ur~, and I'm here to throw a wrench 
in that subordinate concept. Get off 
your tidy butts and go toilet paper a 
house! Halloween is a goOO time to 
do this! Actually, I have a cop that 
lives in my neighborhoOO ... 
Aquarians: 
TheW __ ..... 
Jan. 21 to Feb. it 
Ever had someone tell you, "Gee, guy, 
you're weird!'? That's because you 
people ARE. While most kids were 
talking to an imaginary friend you 
were busy heading an invisible com· 
mune in an envi(Ql'mantal clcftn-up 
Il luvement. How'd that go, by the 
way? 
Pisces: 
The fish 
Feb. 20 to March 20 
Here is what your dating ad should 
read: SM or SF, non-smoker, seeks 
Pirate, preferably with own ship, to 
mark my heart with an "X". I love 
parrots and woOOen legs. Hope to 
ride the high seas with you! 
Aries: 
The Ram 
MardI 21 to AprtI20 
These people are Super·hero mate-
rial! SCrew the Halloween costume! 
Find a sidekick and adom yourself 
with some really tacky Iyera jumpsuit 
and make yourself a superhero today! 
Ma Bell has great savings on direct 
lines to the commissioner. The tough 
part might be finding a cheap butler. 
Taurus: 
The&ull 
AprtI 21 to M.,. 21 
I read that Taureans are good 
"craftspeople'" in their work, and that 
reminded me of the movie, "The 
Craft". Where Witchin' is Bitchin'! I 
heard salem is nice this time of the 
year. This month, see if you're lighter 
than a duck, possess a small clan of 
adolescent girls in 19'" century salem, 
and just plain have fun! 
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Gemini: 
The TwIns 
M.,. 22 to June 21 
I'm going to take advantage of the 
tact that there are quite a few serial 
killers that are Geminis. The verdict: 
All Geminis are to be worshiped this 
month and bestowed with chocolate 
macadamia nut cookies. Should one 
not pay their due, they shall be 
chopped in itty-bitty pieces and baked 
in a batch of girl scout cookies. 
Cancer: 
Thecnb 
June 22 to July 22 
You guys love pranks and mischief, 
so here's an idea. Start pulling pranks 
on yourself! You could get really 
drunk and hide all your toiletries, or-
der a ridiculous amount of pizza to 
your house, or even prunk alII your-
self by using a cell phone to call your 
house. Yeah, you're right, laughing 
at other's misfortune is better. 
Leo: 
TheUon 
July 23 to Aug. 22 
This month I do not like Leonians, 
excluding Jessie, she's my friend; but 
including my brother; who smells like 
feet cheese. If you know a Leo tell 
them they stink, and run away, fast. 
Virgo: 
TheVl'1l1n 
Aug. 23 to Sept. 23 
I enviskm Virgoans to be the type 
of people that know what glocken-
spiels are and how to use them. 
How LAME. Everyone knows that 
xylophones are cooler. .. Will you be 
my friend? 
Libra: 
TheSao .... 
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 
Let your sociable self ride full gear 
this fall. The months for Libra have 
past with a mellow tide and now it is 
time to ROCK AND FREAKIN' ROLL! 
You might be thinking: Crop Circle 
Hoax! I'm thinking: birthday suit and 
Clinton mask for Halloween costume. 
Decisions, decisions. 
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CIA 
DOD 
DOE 
DO} 
EEOC 
EPA 
FBI 
FCC 
FDIC 
FEC 
FEMA 
HUD 
OHS 
SEC 
USDA 
I. That on which one lnay write 
2. Frolic 
n. Caspilll1 is one 
H. Fruit being spike or ear or com 
)7. Overgro .... 'f1 how.eboat 3, Typcofellam 
4. SOlllhwe.'Il A5ian fruil 
5. Colt! mOfuh 
6. Favorite Cajun vegetable 
7. Respond 
8. Tribe of Laos 
9. Divinalioo 
10. What bread I>houll1 do 
II . ExteSlil\'cly Il.bsorbed with 
13. Nymph 
IS. Indian bunen 
18. Dcpn.-ciate 
20. What a puppy may do 
24. Shellfish 
27. Very loud uU .. 'flII1ce 
28. Second Presidcm Ortm, U.S. 
29. African-/\ml.'fieiln Iusocilluoo 
3 1. /\ principle 
32. Popcorn, e.g. 
)9. Dastanl 
4). Panoramic 
45. One related by nWTillge 
47. Tlingittribe 
49. Vet1i<:allllong which Ill1 
ordinate is measuroed 
51. Hom\el prodU(:1 
52. II1r0011 31 spellinS ofa 
JIff~ition 
53. EllI:losure 
55. Seaweed 
57. Mu..'lC orhi~ry 
58. 0arbie's boyfriend 
". __ Alamos 
6 1. Sneaky 
63. lmpulc 
ACROSS 
1. Drop loudly 
,. Pro 
8. A ""dling 
12. 1I0m0:·rnn hit!~r II""" 
14. Just matI.III&e 
15. Un:hin 
16. Tht:au:r 
17. M()Sl sfIo>,t,. ... 'f). 
19. Coemun .... thnnalici.n felix 
lL Panll 
22. Comhill<)(t form meaning n:vi~oed 
:n f)etergent bntnd 
2S.Upa __ 
27. Ikdroo:k 
30. Ails 
33. Sah[>CfC'1'S 
34. SOIl or Adam 
36. Vokaoo 
38. Enlhuswm 
)9. Stm:llliln:Olic 
oW. l ondon ckaning woman 
4J.ll.lia050uJ 
42. De.!n, 
43. H ... and cany a bill __ " 
44. Pan 10WO 011 mouth of TIber 
46. Lounge 31 I"" W. ldocl" 
48. One oW", Sl'VC1llkadly ,iM 
SO. One who repents 
51. Messy rlllCC 10 liv<:: 
54. Reveal 
S(i.Abiluy 
59.CompMIM:s 
62. Wane Ih~n 65 .... "1\):;$ 
64. Shirt brand 
65. Poorly 
66. A fOtl~ (lfgn"~lion 
67. SludgCll 
611.lnfOflnl:r 
69. U·Mieh hoo:ko:y arena 
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Give Notice Board a Second Chance 
• 
The notice board pops up every time someone at GC logs on to a computer. For some 
students, th is is a constant source of annoyance, but for many GC students, thi s is a pri-
mary source of information. 
A large variety of information can be found on the notice board. Students ean view 
infonnation about club events, activities going on in the Student Center, vehicles for sale, 
and infomlation on tutoring and academic assistance. So what if a student has something 
that (s)he needs to post? 
The one downfall of the notice board is that students do not have direct access to it. In 
ord.::r for studen ts to make a posti ng, they must go through a faculty member. This can be 
a huge inconvenience. Many students do not even know that they have this option. So 
why is thi s? 
Years ago, before most current GC students were enrolled at GC, students were allowed 
to make postings on the notice board. A few students, however, abused their privilege. 
They used the board to make childi sh postings, and to have what ultimately became a 
"notice board war." Basically, it was a prime case ora few immature students ruining it 
for all students, even those of us who were not here to witness the misuse. 
Due (0 this misconduct , students were forbidden to use the notice board. However, at 
the time this policy was set, it was also stated that the issue would be revisited at a later 
date. 
Wel l, it is now a later date. These students arc no longer at GC, and with them probably 
went the desire to act like a bunch of elementary school students. True, there wi ll always 
be people who break the rules. But isn't it time to give current GC students the opportu· 
nity to prove that they are more mat ure? Today's students could be greatly benefited by 
the use and convenience of the board. So why not revisit the issue now? 
Remember to Say Thanks 
They lock the doors behind us, they prepare our food, they clean up our office and so 
much more. They arc the stafT of Gainesville College. 
Every day of the week, the janitors, security guards and the stafTat Elegant Expressions 
play an integra l role at Gc. Wi thout thei r help, we cou ld not put out our monthly issue of 
the Compass. We re ly on them fo r more than we often acknowledge. 
EvelY morning, Tony Phil lips or onc of the other custodians on the GC campus comes 
in to clean up our office. And every time that we need something, be it a table to set up a 
bake sale, a ladder to hang awards or assistance moving something, they arc always there 
to he lp. 
Countlcss nights, when we arc working hard to finish an issue, campus security waits on 
us whil e we fran tically gather our things from the omce. They are a lways extremely 
patien t, even when we arc nmni ng behind; they a lways allow us those few extra minutes 
to get it all together. And we can count on them to be there evcry morning, bright and 
early, to unlock ou r door so that we may begin another day of working on the Compass. 
We also know Ihal each morning and afternoon, we can count on seeing Mel Spain or 
one of the othcr Elegant Expressions staff members, shou ld we get hungry or thirsty. 
Someti mes, it is the nourishment that they provide that gives us that extra push that we 
need to finish a paper. 
And beyond the routine activities of a ll of these people, we can always count on a warm 
greeting from each of them. 
We at the Compass know the value of these people, even though we may sometimes 
fo rget with our busy schedules, to thank them. But remember, we are not the only people 
that they assist. Every day, they, a long with the entire GC facu lty and stafT, help students, 
but arc all too often overlooked. So next time you arc the subject of their assistance, say 
" thanks." It may seem like a simple word to you, but to people whose da il y jobs are bui lt 
around helping others, it can mean a lo t. 
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For rates call (770) 718-
3820 Mon.*Fri. 10 a.m. to 4 
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Student Center. Questions 
regarding reservations or 
billing are directed to Joe 
Harper at shar22800 
gc.peadlnet.edu. 
Writers Wanted ... 
The Compass welcomes 
articles and letters from 
faculty, staff and students. 
All submissions will be 
printed on a timely and 
space-available basis. 
Submissions should be in 
Word format and delivered 
to the Compass office on 
floppy disk or emailed to 
tnxI2I.7lO9'l_I._. 
Any piece not meeting 
these criteria will not be 
considered by the Editorial 
Board of the COmpass to be 
valid and will not be 
printed. 
Questions? 
Comments? 
If you would like to respond 
to or voice your opinion on 
any of the articles that 
appear in the Compass, 
please send an email to 
Heather Hodges at 
tnxa1.7'1OInww' ........ 
or stop by the office. 
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Sexism: It's Not Just About Women 
I worry for boys. The upcom-
ing crop of males is being sub-
jected to what I call discrimina-
tion and unfair treatment. 
America likes to say that 
males have th e advantages . 
There is truth in that, but by my 
own observations and the obser-
vations of many so-called ex-
perts, it is becoming less and less 
popular to be a male. People 
have witnessed numerous cases 
in our public education system 
where a male was presumed to 
be guilty ora classroom rule viG-
lation due to his gender. Teach-
ers make statements to the ef-
fect that males are "bad," Don't 
think young boys are indiffer-
ent to these remarks. If we tell 
or show them that they are bad, 
that's exactly how they will act! 
Years ago I read a book about 
the anti-male movement in pub-
lic schools. In the book, a fema1e 
psychologist pointed o ut her 
observations that many times 
(and more increasingly), boys 
are being discriminated against 
o r unfa irly treated and often 
times down-right abused be-
cause of their sex. Let's not for-
get our boys. Let's face it, they 
have it tough. Sometimes our 
society does them a disservice. 
They are expected by our soci-
ety to be "able to take it," as in 
whatever hardship that comes 
down the pike. Yet, we tell them 
it is not okay for them to cry. 
That's sad. 
So the quest io n is, here at 
Gainesville College, are we im-
mune to the anli-male move-
ment? No way! Plenty of male 
students speak about " those pro-
fesso rs" with anti-male ideas 
who are quick to make male-
bashing statements or to give the 
male students a disadvantage or 
handicap in the classroom. It's 
horrible, but believe me, it does 
goon. 
I wanted 10 write an article of 
this type since my first year as a 
citizen of the GC Nation. I 
guess I was just trying to get my 
estrogen level high enough up 
to actually put pen to paper. I 
bave always found male-bash-
ing to be an interesting topic. I 
don't know why, but it comes 
up quite frequently in conversa-
tions I start. In fact a rather sur-
prisingly large number of male 
GC students have said that cer-
tain professors have put male 
students at a disadvantage or 
unfairly harassed male students 
in the classroom. ! believe them 
because I, too, have observed it. 
Some female students make the 
remark that they have observed 
professors who acted coldly to-
wards male students, who are 
trying just as hard to get an edu-
cation as females. 
Do some ma le professors 
working at GC discriminate 
against males? I'm sure they dol 
Let us nOI forget that there have 
been plenty of incidents where 
female school teachers were 
found to be discriminatory to 
female students. 
Last spring semester, I prob-
ably anended more of the 
Women's History events than 
any other male at GC. I went to 
al l of them. True, I wanted the 
extra credit. However, I found 
tbe conferences interesting. 
They were thought-provoking. 
And I did notice several things. 
For one, there were several oc-
casions where speakers did not 
know what they were speaking 
about. Independent investiga-
tion and research on my pan 
showed this. This brings me to 
the "Killing Us Softly" video. I 
have seen that movie more than 
any other human being on the 
face of the earth. Every class-
room I went into, the professor 
would say, " I have a movie for 
you to see." Sure enough, there 
if would be! I' m thinking about 
being a guest speaker if they 
decide to do a revised edition o f 
it. This semester while in Dr. 
O 'Sullivan 's class, there it was 
again. ! didn 't mind though, de-
spite my abi lity to quote the 
movie. There are a number of 
problems with this movie. The 
speaker's assumption that men 
are not hurt by sex.ism is wrong. 
Some of her arguments are hys-
teria and over-reaching. For ex-
ample, they mentioned males 
are depicted as being taller in 
advenisements. Hey, I hate to 
infonn ber of this, but o n the 
average males are generally the 
first to know when it's raining. 
If she doesn ' t like this, she is 
free to write a letter of complaint 
to all of the mothers of males 
and to God while she is at it. The 
other is the advenisement for the 
"Yellow Pages," which depicts 
a woman and the statement, "Let 
your fingers do the talking." 
This, she says, suggests that 
women should be quiet. Appar-
ently the speaker has never 
watched the television in her 
life . Remember who was the 
spokesman for the " Let your fin-
gers do the talking" campaign? 
Actor Jon Lovitz. Men have 
been in those advertisements 
tool While I agree there were 
excellent messages in the movie, 
a 101 of it was a big stretch. 
Some of you may think I must 
be some macho meat-head. It 's 
not the case. I have my share of 
feminine mo me nts . I th ink 
Enya's music is great, have lots 
of clothing with flowers on it, 
and although I like beer, ! have 
been picked on many times for 
ordering a fruity "chick drink." 
I also cry easily, especially dur-
ing ;'Qld Yeller." ! do hate Bar-
bara Stre isand; I am not of-
fended when women have short 
bair! I don't think it's wrong to 
give male friends hugs, and I 
frequently make conversation 
wit h st rangers while using 
stand-up urinals. I also think 
men are the true weaker gender. 
Do professors who discrimi-
nate against males realize that 
they are behaving in this man-
ner? I think a lot of them do, 
some may not. Some of them 
may be reading this right now 
thinking, "Hmmm ... I wonder if 
I ever had this guy in my class?" 
I hope you will at least open 
your mind to the possibility that 
you are being unfair to all three 
genders. Let's all strive to try 
and be fair with everyone re-
garcUess of their gender. J'mjust 
a harmless fuzz ball trying 10 get 
an associates degree here at GC. 
Please do not di sc rimina te 
against me, or the future males 
who may think GC is a safe ha-
ven for males. Maybe other 
male students will have the guts 
(to say "balls" is sexist!) to write 
in and say they have witnessed 
sexism. Maybe some of the fe-
male students will tool Mean-
whi le, l will do my best to make 
sure I have a nice strong penoon 
of either gender to walk me out 
10 my largely male-purchased 
variety of automobile and pro-
tcct me from the angry mobs. 
Please Donate to the "Buy Frank a Led Zeppelin Box Set" Fund 
I went to a party the other 
night, and met this girl who said 
she was an English Major. I was 
pretty excited because there's 
not many of them 1 meet in the 
crowd I run around with. 
We started talking: "So who's 
your favorite author?" I ask. 
"Oh there's just so many of 
them! I don't know. Who 'syour 
favorite?" 
I thought about it for a few 
seconds. My, what a question, 
to make a choice like that is a 
little tough. Really, you need a 
few days to think about it, but 
at that particular moment, o n 
that particular night, fo lks mak-
ing drunk noise all around me, I 
decided, "Jack Kerouac." 
"Oh, realJy!...Who's that?" 
Frank~ 
Reddy lI. Contributing ~
Writer 
I smiled a little, laughed an 
obligatory laugh. Then I looked 
at the static, doe-eyed expres-
sion on her face, and realized 
that she was serious. 
I immediately almost puked 
on her, but I stopped myselfand 
said, tossing the redeeming 
bone, that he was one of the 
writers of the Beat Generation. 
"Beal Generation?" 
"NO!" I yelled and dashed till 
she was completely out of my 
sight. 
This wasn' t the finot lime such 
a tragedy has occurred. Many a 
night I've come across a pro-
fessed lover of literature, half-
drunk, but sober enough to hold 
mental competence by the hand, 
going on about the genius of 
Jewel's new poetry book, and! 
or "that Hemingway guy who 
wrote that story about that big-
ass fi sh ... what was it ca lled? 
Moby Dick!" 
People at Ihis school, and this 
generation in general, need an 
economy-sized dose of culture. 
Walk this campus, and I chal-
lenge you, the reader, to find one 
person in a crowd who can tell 
you who Lou Reed is, who 
played the role ofNonnan Bates 
in Alfred Hitchcock's ';Psycho," 
or why Billy Pi lgrim has come 
unstuck in time. 
And il kills me, not that! ever 
gave a crap about my generation 
in the first place, but that people 
like this are alive, consuming 
resources that could be mine, 
spending money on "The Fast 
and th e Furious" DVD that 
could easily be donated to the 
"Buy Frank a Led Zeppelin Box 
Set Fund:' 
MTV, Star 94, and Maxim 
don 'I cut it. Get off your asses 
and make an effort to learn . 
There are classes here at GC that 
can help you. Take an Ameri-
can Literature class with Dr. Ja-
son Mosser, or a film class with 
Professor Dan Cabaniss. They 
know their stufTthoroughly, and 
you'll learn a lot. You too can 
be culturally competent! 
And if you choose not to be, 
well, free country, that whole 
cliche, but don ' t come within 
500 feet of me if you plan on 
peddling your drivel. 
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Return My Peace Technique is Wasted Style 
I am a slave! with the power and money they that I received a "B" in both 
Speaking of the cycles of life and nalUre, in Ecclesiastes, 
Solomon writes, "To every thing there is a season, and a time to 
every purpose under the hea·ven" (Ecc 3). Yes, the seasons of 
life differ. Birth, life, and death, laughter and tears, grief and 
joy, love and pain, war and peace, these are mankind's heri-
tage. A few decades ago, during a time of turbulence and war, 
a popular song rang true to the times. It is entitled "Turn, Tum, 
Turn," written by Pete 
Seegers. The lyrics mesh 
with Solomon 's original text 
to prove the point. 
Pete Seeger began record-
ing in theenrly 1940s and is, 
perhaps, one of the most in-
fluential figures in the American folk revival. "Turn, Tum, 
Tum" sings, of course, of seasons ... specifi cally, seasons of war 
and peace. Since there has been so much talk about war and 
peace, the past few months, I offer my own personal quest for a 
return to a season of peace. I wrote a poem, in fact, called "Re· 
lum My Peace", in Jan. 200 I, while recovering emotionally from 
a season of private tunnoil and pain. Perhaps, " Return My 
Peace" echoes, on a minute scale, the hean cries felt all around 
the world after the tragedies of Sept. II , 200 I. I reread my 
poem. Refum My Peace s~ks of a quest for peace. It is my 
own personal opinion that God is good. He heals and 
wants peace for this planet. Personally, I am thankful for Jesus 
Christ who still speaks: "Peace be still" to storms. As Seegers 
says, it's not too late. 
Return My Peace 
The anguish my soul k now s 
ltknowswell 
And .. . c 0 n t e m p I ate s the matter 
Crushed red 
Crimson rushes in, to wash the pain, 
theemptiness 
The waters trickle 
Then rush ... past the bruises 
When will my healing be perfected 
When the earth is old enough, Will I be 
cleansed of its clay 
Will my heart bear the death of that love 
Or will it rather claim that star in the night 
And wash the pain from my soul 
With a shower of light 
In the morning 
Come morning 
Pull this heart from the mire 
Softly breathe upon my spint 
Fires, smoldering beneath my breast, 
befreetoflicker 
Once,then,twice 
Ignite and blaze upon my heart, my punty 
Question the rain 
Gaze upon the colors 
And ret urn my peace. 
Ret urn, my peace ... 
I traipse around this campus indulge themselves in. To me, English 1101 and 1102 using 
everyday, overly anxious about these people really just look like this state of mind. I can't even 
numerous commitments and as- a bunch of seemingly success- ask a girl out on a date because 
signments that are only going to fu l, yet spineless cowards, I feel like 1 might correct her if 
lead me 10 harder, more exlen- trapped in their own insecurities. she uses a sentence fragment. 
sive commitments and assign- 1 feel sorry for them. These Lately, I have felt like a walk-
ments. In other words, a perfect people are not the people I came ing contradiction. Everything I 
illustration ofa "dead man walk- stand for is subliminally being 
ing." forced to sway, or coincide with 
Slowly, I have come to real- a teacher's, or author's views, 
ize that college is not so con- who basically state that I should 
cemed with "personal," but, in- confonn to the masses so that I 
deed, "general," in reference to don't stand in their way. For 
learning. I believe that some example, I hate politics! But I 
technique is required in order to to college to be, but I feel like I can argue either side. See what 
function in an area of expertise, am becoming more like them I mean? 
but lately ' have consumed so every time I go to class. My point is simply that a stu-
much information that my Consequently, I am losing all dent shouldn' t let the infonna-
unique personality has deterio- of my originality so that I can tion that is forced upon them 
rated. I feel like a robot. Ask me know how to produce a story in restrict his or her ability to be 
anything about the discovery of MLA or AP style. For example, set apart from the rest. Being 
America, I 'can consecutiv'ely I wrote a very stylistic and in- diverse is not a crime, though it 
narrate each and every event sightful essay on my corrupted may seem. I urge people to run 
that occ urred from George hometown. The paper was writ- from everything that is nonnal, 
Washington's presidency tothe ten in MLA style, but it con- so that we can gel away from 
industrial revolution. I can even tai ned a few, understandable. this era of perfection and accu-
dissect word parts to tell you grammatical errors. Surpris- racy. Why strive, when realiz-
what you are really saying. The ingly, I received a 55 on this ing that we are not the "ideal" 
funny thing about these abilities assignment due to my style of only makes us feel bad about 
is that, very simply, I could care writing. The next paper, I con- ourselves? Technique is wasted 
less! Since that glorious day of vened my style, put myself into style. 
high school graduation (sarcas- a "dumb-blonde" trance, and As of Oct. 2002, I vow to 
tically), useless, but industrial- wrote " I love my doggy be· never again let anyone trans· 
izing infonnation has been eat- cause ... " 1 received a 95 on this fonn me, except myself. I will 
ingaway al my personality. The paper. From that pointon, l have do what I want. when I want, so 
person I am is forced to con- written simple, monotonous es- that my sanity and my imagina-
fonn, and strive to become. is says that I am ashamed of, and I tion might stick around long 
the well-respected "ideal" busi· wi ll never refer to, or look at enough for me to get through it 
ness executive that is fascinated again. I am embarrassed to say and graduate. 
Mr. Right vs. Mr. Right Now 
Who said being with someone 
is the right approach? I think I 
am happy, but J might be trick-
ing myself into believing that. 
Have you ever liked someone 
who you were around and you 
two just hung oul, went out to 
the movies, ate dinner, had a 
drink and everything is perfect 
the way it is? Then, something 
happens ... What do we do then? 
I believe it should just be left 
alone and let the energy take its 
own path. 
Why try to stop what is natu-
rally supposed to happen? We 
fight against all the great possi-
bilities, when really we need to 
lei the great work by itself. Just 
because beautiful connections 
between two people occur, 
doesn't mean there has to be a 
relationship that leads to mar-
riage and children. Enjoy it 
while illasts, because we never 
know how long it will last. 
When it is gone it is gone, and 
there should be no turning back. 
Unfortunately, we turn back all 
the time. That is where we get 
hurt. We can love, because in 
order fo r us to love we must 
hun, and in order to hurt, we 
must love. 
My mother use to always tell 
me "the right man will come, but 
you cannot be looking for him." 
Well, I'm not, but that great man 
is taking a long time to get here. 
I don't believe there is one 
great love in everybody's life. 
If that is the case, then I missed 
mine. People have connections 
with many types of people. 
Have you ever loved more than 
one person in your life? I know 
I have. But every time you love 
someone it changes. No one 
love is the same. It comes in dif-
ferent shapes, personal ities, 
thoughts and minds. 
As we grow, our minds de-
velop and we begin to find what 
we really want out of life. That 
goes the same for finding the 
right person. 
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Changing the College Stereotypes 
College students are a weak 
link in our society. They are 
lazy. They spend most of their 
lime drinking and going to par-
ties. They have no idea what is 
going on in the world around 
them and they don't make many 
positive contributions \0 their 
community. 
Do any of these statements 
sound fa miliar? In the past sev-
eral years there have been nu-
merous documentaries on tele-
vision and in print media thai 
portray the darkest side of col-
lege life- parties where student 
drink too much alcohol and die, 
events where students demon-
strate cruel lack of respect to-
ward other students. cheating, 
theft, violence--the list of nega-
tive images goes on and on. The 
media, and consequently soci-
ety in general, do n OI paint a 
very pretty picture of college 
students. 
However, those of us who 
work on this campus or attend 
Ga;ne.wille College know that 
the truth is lar different from 
th e images portrayed by the 
media and generally believed 
by America" society. It is this 
understanding that motivates us 
to come to campus each day. In 
fact, we know that the college 
community is a great place to 
experience life, diversity, new 
ideas. friends hips and learning. 
College is a place where future 
leaders emerge - a place where 
people build a foundation of 
knowledge that allows them 10 
change their communities and 
their lives. Unfortunately, the 
good stories about college stu-
dents rarely earn any media cov~ 
erage beyond a short blurb in the 
local media. 
My challenge to GC students 
is to work hard to change these 
stereotypes. Make so many 
great things happen on campus 
and in the community that you 
cannot be ignored. Following 
are four ways I think you can 
begin to make this happen. 
I. Vote: Register to vote in 
local. state, and federal e1ec~ 
lions. You can pick up a form 
Just A T60UfJ6t ... 
'When you go out to your car in 
the parking lot get in, turn on the 
engine, and put your foot on the 
brake so the taillights come on, 
please follow through and LEAVE, 
I'm sure your phone conversation, 
your makeup, your homework or 
w hatever you're doing is extremely 
important but so is the class I'm miss-
ing by waiting for your space," 
-Matt Lewis 
during registration days on cam~ 
pus or look on the web for a 
form you can download. Edu~ 
cate yourself on the candidates 
and the issues. You can easily 
do thi s by reading your local 
paper and Atlanta Journal Con~ 
stilution (available on campus). 
In addition, watch the news and 
do research the internet. Attend 
the political debate that will be 
held on campus. The re are 
many issues that our state and 
federal government will vote on 
in the next year that will have a 
direct impact on your education. 
Make sure your voice is heard. 
Vote in the GC Student 
Government Association elec-
tio ns, too. Each spring you 
have the opportunity to elect 
your student body president and 
vice president. These students 
can work to create a better cam-
pus community. Learn about 
the issues they promote and 
share your feedback with them. 
(You can attend SGA meetings 
every other Friday at noon in 
Lanier AB or you can put your 
feedback in the SGA suggestion 
box in the Student Cente r. ) 
Take an active role in shaping 
the campus experience for your· 
self and your classmates. 
Z. Donate you I" time and 
ta lents to sel"ve the commu-
nity. No matter how few or 
many hours per week, find some 
way to serve. There are numer· 
ous opportunities in theGC area. 
Assist a campus club with a ser~ 
vice project. Volunteer at an af~ 
ter sc hoo l program or soup 
kitchen. Collect suppl ies fo r 
shelters. Pick up trash on your 
way to class. Not only can you 
make life better fo r others, but 
the intrinsic rewards of giving 
something back to the commu~ 
nity that has given you oppor· 
tunitiesare indescribable. If you 
would be interested in helping 
to coordinate service opportuni~ 
lies fo r the GC community. see 
the Office of Stud en I Activities. 
3. Show genuine I"espect ror 
oth ers. Students who show a 
lack of respect fo r other stu-
dents, faculty and staff can per-
haps become one of the most 
frustra ting aspects of our jobs 
(for those of us who work on a 
college campus). Be kind to 
students, faculty and staff. Say 
hello. Hold open doors. Say 
please and thank you. If some-
one asks you to do someth ing 
that is reasonable and/or follows 
campus policy, willingly do it. 
For example, if a staff member 
reminds you that smoking on 
campus can only occur in des-
ignated areas, walk to that area 
and honor the policy designed 
to bene fi t the ent ire ca mpus 
community, even though it may 
be an inconvenience for you as 
an individual 
4. Take responsibility for 
yourself. You are an adult who 
has been given the privi lege of 
pu rsuing a higher educa tion. 
However, we are all stillleam· 
ing and growing and we make 
mistakes. If you make a mis-
take, admit it, apologize if nec-
essary, and move on . Don't 
blame it on someone or some-
thing else. This will cam you 
much more respect from other 
students, faculty and staff. 
I challenge you to consider 
these points and to be the gen-
eration of college students who 
truly change the way students 
are stereotyped in society. The 
energy, enthusiasm and poten~ 
tial of students at GC truly make 
this campus one of the most ex~ 
citing and rewarding places to 
work . 
How do you think student activities money should be spent? 
"Seminars ... things that could help us deal with the college life." 
Amber Day 
.. O::"'..liI1il>I Journalism 
"Once a month ... maybe a meal for the people in the night program, 
or a smoking area that's closed in so that we're not sitting out here 
freezing our butts off." 
Ashley Crump 
Public Relations 
"People don't even go in [Student Activi ties] half the time ... the 
money should be used towards scholarships." 
Donna Crane 
Education 
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e Future of Voting 
It's quick, it's innovative- it's voting 
made easy, boasted Anne Phillips, Hall County direc-
tor of elections and voter registrations. 
On Aug. 20, registered Hall County voters had the first opportunity in 
Georgia to use the new automated touch-screen voting systems during the pri-
mary and special elections. This was made possible by Cathy Cox, secretary of state. 
The purpose of these new innovations in voting is "to be uniform statewide," replied 
Phillips.Phillips emphasized the differences that futuristic advancements in voting will make, 
and how recent the new voting systems are . "It 's the newest and most up-to-date equipment that 
we have right now," she said. Phillips added that, due to the simplicity ofthe machines , voters who 
are blind or have a sight impairment can vote without assistance through an audio program. 
According to Phillips, the new computer program is very accurate. Recounts are more precise, 
and less time-consuming. To reduce the possibility of user error, there is a sllmmary page of all of 
the voter's selections at the end of the process. This gives voters the opportunity to change or 
correct any mistakes made before they commit to their decisions . 
Hall County Board of Elections strongly urges inactive, newly qualified and unregis-
tered voters to register and participate in the Nov. 5 general election. 
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Based on census 2000 figures , nine new precincts have been added due to the 
nearly 50 percent population growth in Hall County from 1990 to 2000. 
In reference to the escalating number of voters, Phillips confided that 
the new machines "will make a difference." 
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